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When first we practice to decieve"
—William Shakespeare
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Zeigler resigns, university unable to comment
Rumors fly, but the University claims it is a "private matter"
EBy Eric Borne
News Editor

Harmon Zeigler' s advisees must now seek guidance from other politics
and government professors because of Zeigler's abrupt resignation.

In his seventh year of teaching
at the University of Puget Sound,
Harmon L. Zeigler, the Philip M.
Phibbs Distinguished Professor of
American Politics, abruptly resigned his position Monday,Nov.
9.
When questioned about his decision, Zeigler said, "I resigned
for personal health reasons."
Students arriving at P&G 100 at
10 am on Tuesday heard nothing
of his resignation and did not seem
to be really concerned about the
J cancellation of class that day. It
was not until later that the resig'< nation of their teacher was rumored and confirmed. The timing
of his resignation, coming little
more than a month before the end
°- of the semester, raised immediate
questions among the studentbody.
But when Politics and Government Chairman Don Share was

Isibrary woes too b'19 for budget
(By Hilary Johnson
$taff Writer

Recently, an ASUPS survey revealed that students who use the
library find its resources madequate and frustrating to use.
Of the 35 responses, 16 reflected
tuctents frustrated
with fmdii* materials in the library.
"When you get
down to specifics,
you.just can't fmd it
here," said one junior,,about Collins
Memorial Library
facilities.
I..omputer system
is teat—we can find what the
library doesn't have much faster
now," commented one student in
the survey.
Several comments reflected concerns about an inadequacy of the
library.collection, especially journals and periodicals. Other stu-

dents requested longer hours and
better climate controL
Katie McCann, student representative on the Faculty/Library
Committee, has also been gathering student opinions on the short-

Another major question is why
the library continues to get such
bad reviews when last year ended
a five year budget increase plan.
Five years ago, the library received
a $450,000 budget and that figure
has increased to this
____,_
year s
according to Ray Bell,
Director of the Budget Task Force.
The way that this
money is being
spent, according to
Library Director
Marilyn Mitchell,
&Ofle i'.rus

- -

must be rn-exam-

comings of the library. McCann,
having found similar responses in
her own research, will share concerns with the committee Monday, Nov.23. She hopes the cornmittee will make plans to address
these concerns.

med. The departments are now allocated $536,000 of
the budget and the
faculty makes the
decisions on what to buy based on
the courses they offer. The library
uses the other $269,000 to keep
up with subscriptions and other
annual fees as well as purchasing
resources. Mitchell sees a discrepancy between what the faculty
thinks the students are using and
what they actually are using.
She hopes that through negotiation with the Faculty/Library
Committee, the library side will
be able to have more say in what
is purchased. The SIMON card
catalogue, system, installed this
summer, will be able to keep
better track of what books students are actually using.
She explained that the library
has made new purchases of cornsee LIBRARY page 4

ask&laboutZeigler'sresignation,
he said that he was unable to discuss the reasons behind Zeigler's
unexpectedleave. Similarly,Politics and Government Professors
Elizabeth Norville andTim Amen
declined comment.
Associate Dean Terry Cooney
said that he was unable to release
details ofZeigler's withdrawal except to say "he had resigned."
Dean of Students David Dodsori,when interviewed, denied any
personal knowledge of the rcasoning behind the resignation.
Assistant to the President Allen
Smith also said that he was unable
to comment on the resignation of
the acclaimedpoliticalauthorand
professor.
When contacted in New York
late Wednesday, President Susan
Parr said "The only formal statement that the University will make
is that it's a private matter."
No formal written statement has
yet to be released, although the

official verbal university commen t
is "Harmon 7.iiorkr has re&ioneul
effective Nov. 9,"
Public Relations Director Greg
Brewis.
Some students find it hard to
believe that a professor leaving
near the end of a semester can be
a "private matter" when they are
left hanging and forced to acquaint
themselves with a new teacher
and program.
"It's sad to see a teacher neglect
his responsibility and obligation
to the students," said senior Paul
Freed, a former student of Zeigler.
"I think the students have a right
to know why he left."
l4!I'M

over

KUPS victimized by robbery,
$1200 worth of merchandise stolen
lBy Steve Zaro
Staff writer

Approximately $1200 worth of
compact discs were stolen last
Thursday night from a secured
locker at the campus' radio station, KUPS.
The crime was discovered after station
manager Julie
Leydelmeyer
received a
call from an.
em3loyeeof
M usi c
World in
Tacoma
sayIng that
someone had
tried to sell
usedCDstotheni
markedwiththek...
ters KUPS. After the
call Leydelmeyerwent to KUPS
and discovered that a lock had
been pried off one of their music
cabinets. She estimated that approximately 85 CDs were missing.
Station DJ, Keith Hairata, who
wasatKUPS at the time of the
theft, was a witness.
"I saw this guy going in and out
ofthelisteningmom andl thought
he was a non-student D.J. He
looked like he knew what he was
doing," said Hairata, "ButT didn't
really get a good look at him."
At the request of Security Ser-

vices, the Tacoma Police Department dispatched an officer to report on the crime. The detective
assigned to the case was unavailable for comment because of the
holiday Wednesday.
Rumors were spread on campus
thatthe thiefmatched the description of the sex offender
"cudty Services
reported about
last week, but
there was
no conclusive evidence to
support
CZ
this.
That
looks a lot
like him to me,
)ut the guy who
ne in here
I,
seemed a lot taller
thanfive-six," said Eric Lindhohn
after seeing the picture contained
in the Security Services bulletin.
Lindholm is an employee at Music World, where the thieftried to
sell the discs.
Although the theft was not the
majority ofthe stations' CDs, the
loss will be felt.
"Some of the CDs were promotional—sent by record companies—and unreplaceable," said
Jason Struck, music director at
KUPS.
The incident will be pursued by
Security Services.
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Tea-firne, let s talk homelessness
FJBy Sundown Stauffer
Staff Writer
A discussion about homelessness, sponsored by Habitat for Humanity and the
Honors Program, will take place on Thursday, November 12, at 6 p.m. in Langlow
House.
Maureen Howard, the former president
for the Washington State Coalition for the
Homeless, will host a discussion of the
politics and power structures of
homelessness. There will be a special focus
on the new state and federal administrations; i.e. how the newly elected candidates' administrations will react to the issue
of homelessness, and the voice that the
homeless have in a society where they
cannot vote.
"My intent is to help students understand
how homelessness relates to poverty and a
lack of affordable housing," said Howard.
"The wealthier you are, the more subsidies
you receive. There are housing programs
available, but they don't help you unless
you make $50,000 per year.
"Secondly, I hope that the Clinton administration will change federal support of
homelessness policies, considering how the
Bush and Reagan administrations cut
homelessness funding by 50% over the last
twelve years.
"Thirdly, I would like to get folks to
understand that age is not a criteria for
power; to get people to understand that they

can exercise that power. Fourthly, I would
like to increase student's understanding of
who the homeless really are.
"People have aright to aplace to live. We
who are privileged have a responsibility to
help those who are less privileged."
Howard has an extensive background in
serving the cause of homelessness. In addition to her role as president of the Washington State Coalition for the Homeless, she
has been the executive director of the Martin Luther King Ecumenical Center for the
past ten years. Recently, she has moved on
to her position as a consultant on
homelessness and housing programs and
policy, and she is currently a member of the
Governor's Task Force on Hornelessness.
She also holds a position on the State Advisory Council on Homelessness as a member and as Legislative Committee Chairperson.
The discussion is part of a series known as
Langlow Teas, sponsored by Honors Advisory Council and other UPS organizations.
Melissa Rosaaen, a member of the Honors
Advisory Council, defined a Langlow Tea
as"an opportunity for students, faculty, and
staff to discuss issues brought in by outside
speakers in an informal setting. It's not just
for Honors students."
Anyone interested in the issue of
homelessness is invited to attend. Langlow
House is on the corner of 13th and Alder,
recently the site of the Langlow Haunted
House. Refreshments will be served.

The Janai Cante fundraiser continues
Here it is once again, week four of the fundraiser for Janai sponsored by Pizza Time.

WN.

UPS fails in food drive competition against PLU
EBy Erika Konopka

the Business LeadershipProgram Jim Wiek
"With this incentive they hoped to increase
participation wiliextendtheirown drive
until Thanksgiving."
Two weeks ago, FLU challenged UPS to
a food drive to benefit the Food Network
Lifeline that was to culminate Saturday
night. Though UPS lost, the Business Leadership Program hopes to continue the tradition by offering incentives and advertising
the event more effectively next year.
"This is the first year we have run this
program, and I'm sure that this sort of thing
will get better with more awareness." said
Wiek. "We plan to sponsor this event again,
and with more student participation and
publicity, we can beat PLU next year."

Msista't News Editor
The Lutes creamed the Loggers last weekend not only in football, but in helping
battle homelessness in Tacoma as well.
Raising under $30 and collecting two
iarge boxes of food seemed like a victory
for the first annual 'eighbothood liar'est" sponsored by the Business Leadership Program. However, cross-town rivals
•.Pacific tutheran University canned UPS
by räing over ten times the amount of food
and itioney.
"For every three cans of food brought in,
the students of PLU were entered into a
raffle for a mountain bike," said Director of

Oct. 12-Nov. 9

Hall

Peonle ner Hall

Harrington
A/L
Todd
Phibbs
Seward/Langlow
Regester
University

84
182
112
97
146
79
77

Pizzas

Pizzas Per Person

88

1.05
.58

105
58

42
68
34
12

.52

.43
.47
.43
.16

We have raised $203.50 and 407 pizzas have been sold. We still have till Nov. 29. ??'s
call Jeremy x4203.

?,c/l4 ?&t44'ic,
4 November through 11 November 1992
4 Nov., 11:25 PM

An R.A. from Harrington Hall reported a vending
machine in the basement had been pried open. Inves
tigarion revealed the hail had been entered by prying
open the west doors.

6 Nov., 3:45 PM

The KUPS General Manager reported the theft of
approx. lOOcompact discs from the station. Tacoma
Police are working on suspect infonnation.

7 Nov., 9:49 AM

A visitorreported thetheftof herpurse from herlocked
vehicle. The vehicle was entered by breaking the
passenger side window. The vehicle was parked in the
Fieldhouse parking lot.

9 Nov., 3:05 PM

A Student contacted Security to report the theft of his
bicycle from the rack near Warner Gym. The bicycle
was secured with a cable style lock that was cut.

Note: The use of "U-Bolt" style locks to secure bicycles is highly recommended.
Contact Security Services for more information of bicycle security.

Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services
L
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Homeschooling promotes patriarchy, detracts from social growth
UBy Lisa Kozieski
Political Commentator

Paul Rodwick is an 11 -year-old of normal
intelligence, yet he studies the same lessons
from the same books as his seven-year-old
sisterSueEllen. Thetwo have never worked
with cQrnputers and they rarely get to perform science experiments. They have never
playe4 with a child who was not white.
They are often left alone. The roots of their
studies are patriarchal.
This kinçl of education might sound absurd to the politically-correct, college-educated person of 1992. After all, education
should be founded in the ideals of diversity
and possibility, and tax dollars go each year
to the improvement of our schools.
ButPaul:and SueEllen's schoolis different, although not uncommon. in fact, over
half a million children take part in this
'kind ofedqcational experience every day in
America as a result of the lack of regulation
forparents who teach theirchildren at home.
Homeschooling is growing in its popularity as an alternative to theadmittedly flawed
experience ofpublic schooling—its growth
hasjumpcd from 75,000 students in 1980 to
as many as 500,000 students today. Yet
homeschoolihg is growing with no concern
for consistency or regulation and with no
guarantee that the education children receive in the home will equip them with the
necessary tools to survive in the twentyfirst century.
It is the right of Americans to choose the
way in which they want to educate their
children, but in the interest of the children,
homeschooling must have minimum standanis. The three greatest failures of the
current homeschooling situation are found
in the curriculum, in the teachers and in the
isolation homeschooling commands.
People need to be concerned with the education of tomorrow's leaders and simple
changes in state laws could ensure a more
promising future for all generations.
"Homeschooling does not have to conform to any state or national curricula," said
Washington educator and journalist Ann
Japenga. Only 28 states require any form of
student evaluation or standardized testing,
and theie is no consistent guideline of subjects that should be taught. Some states
might require a year of fme arts or music,
while others imply ask for reading, writing
and arithmetic.
Moreover, the bulk of the parents who
teach ttieir children at home in the 1990's
are drawn to Christian-based lessons plans,
which has caused an entire curriculum industry to spring up and grow with few
checU or balances. Some companies offer
textbooks with titles like Little Patriots and
pristian Manhood. One of the largest
tompanies. the Advanced Training Institute of America, goes so far as to dictate
clothing styles, saying men's should be
masctiuine and women's feminine. The
guide evel warns against long hair and
ljeard9, which are "associated with reaction
to authority and lack of morals."
Will children educated under such scenes
be preppred to survive in a changing and
.cultuiilly diverse world?
And loollng beyond curriculum weaknesses, the problem of teachers is equally
grave. Parents who teach their children at
bome are often not thoroughly trained; according to Christopher KJicka's Statutory
Analysis of Homeschooling in the United
States only two states, Michigan and Iowa,
demand that parents who wish to teach their
thildren im the home be certified teachers.
But 38 other states have absolutely no requirement for homeschooling teachers not even a high school diploma.
In spite of the seemingly obvious need for
trained teachers, there is an active moveIpent against teaching requirements by pro-

homeschooling groups. Mike Farris, president and founder of the Homeschool Legal
Defense Association, said that the laws in
Michigan and Iowa are not only "burdensome, but unbiblical. Education is a responsibility given directly to parents, and
the demands that these parents be certified
teachers is an infringement of the free exercise of religion."

part in sports than children who are taught
at home. The study also reports that children who are involved in outside groups
learn better social skills and have an easier
transion into the adult working and social
world than those who are not involved or
left &lone.
And because it is predominantly the function of the mother to educate the children,

Even if a parent is a certified teacher,
there is still the consequence of the isolation that homeschooling places in children.
Children taught at home are denied interaction with large groups of other children, and
they are often exposed to only patriarchal
roles. A study by Jane Van Galen and Mary
Anne Pitman shows that children taught in
traditional schools are more than three times
as likely to be involved in performing
groups, and almost twice as likely to take

rarely do they get to expçence non-traditional family and life. roles. Galen and
Pitman's swdy shows that.90 percent of
homeschoollng teichers are women. Chilthen who are only exposed to traditional
roles are more likely to retain them in
themselves. Keith Jo1es,.a parent of children taught at home, says that "God says it
is the father's duty to educate his children,
not the states." Ironically, Mr. Jones's wife
is the teacher of his children.

Clearly there is aproblem with the current
status of homeschooling and changes need
to be made on a large-scale level. First,
there must be minimum curriculum standards covering a wide range of subjects to
endow the children with the necessary tools
of survival.
Second, parents should either be certified
teachers or have taken a homeschool
teacher's equivalency
exam. This will ensure
that students receive the
best possible caliber of
teacher, wherever their
classroom might be.
Finally, through networking and support
groups, parents should be
encouraged to involve
their children in outside
activities and make a
greater attempt to teach
non-traditional values
and roles. This will expose children of different
histories andlives to each
other, teaching the value
of diversity.
These changes can be
made by all people at any
level. Paul Rodwick
should notbe studying the
same lessons from the
same books as his sister,
Sue Ellen. They should have the opportunity to work with computers and perform
science experiments. And their education
- for that matter, the education of all
children - deserves tobe founded in ideals
of possibility, equality and diversity, not
patriarchy.
Homeschooling must be regulated. By
working to change its current status, you
who are playing an active role in is securing
a better future - for yourself, and for
anyone who goes to school.

Student Spotlight: Glenn Young
dedicated to community service
LJBy Erika Konopka
Assistant News Editor

Sometimes it takes the death of someone close to you to make
you realize how valuable life really is. The same is true for Puget
Sound senior Glenn Young.
"When I was a sophomore in high school, one of my best friends
was killed by a drunk driver," said Young. "Seeing my friend
killed really turned my life around because it made me see how
important life is and made me realize who I wanted to be."
Young has taken his horrible experience and used it to motivate
himself to help other people and dedicate his life to community
service. In fact, after graduating from the university, he plans to
leach abroad for a few years and then return to school to teach
grammar school children.
On campus, Young works for the Office of Admission and
spends time involved with the volunteerphoning program to reach
out to prospective freshmen.
Though it is still in the planning process, Young is also working
on a series of workshops entitled "Project College."
"This program is designed specifically to gointo the high schools
in the Tacoma area and lead workshops and seminars to get the
students excited to learn and go on to college," said Young.
Tentatively, the workshops will start in February. The program
targets sophomores, but in the next few years, the goal is to
continue the program to juniors and seniors.
"This isn't a plug for UPS. We just want the get the students
excited about learning and higher education, whether it's at a
university or technical college," said Young. "We are planning on
more next year with a series ofworkshops on college applications
and talldng to them about higher education."
He also has dedicated the past three years as a "Kids Can Do"
mentor. This year he has stopped the official role, but to make the
transition easier and maintain continuity for the child, he still
spends time with the student
Young also serves as a student coordinator for issues related to
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sex on campus. This work includes organizing "When Hello Gets
Out of Hand" and follow-up programs, as well as organizing a
"Men Against Rape" chapter at Puget Sound.
"I.think that a lot is done on this campus; it's great that it is open
a9d willing to deal with it, but there never really is a point where its
edough," said Young. "I think our campus is making progress in
that the topic of rape is out in the open."
Young admits that UPS was not his first choice, but like so many
otijers, fmancial aid reeled him in and the campus community
hooked him into staying.
"I think that a college education is not just about learning from
books, but it's about learning about people and life and that's why
I getinvolved and encourage others to as well," saidYoung. "I think
that we spend too much time focusing on what we have and what
wç want, but we need to spend more of our time trying to rush out
ar4 help others. If people could just get along, the world would be
a better place." -
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Forum challenges welfare myths
JBy David Franzen
Managing Editor

The United States has ceased to wage a
war on poverty, and is instead waging a war
on welfare, claim two professors. Exposed
myths— or at least misnomers— of welfare
reform rhetoric and the image of welfare in
the popular press.
Marcia Hail, comparative sociology, and
Kate Stirling, economics, spoke to a full
SUB boarcLoom at noon yesterthy during
an open forum entitled, "The War on Welfare."
Stirling began by discussing having observed the stigmatization people who use
food stamps have suffered.
"Perfect strangers would bond and begin
discussion of the itemspeople were buying,
and say] 'Look at that, Doritos, can you
believe that? They are buying Doritos with
food stamps..." said Stirling. "Worst of
all, of course, was meat. For some reason, I
don't know why, people were not supposed
to buy ground beef with food stamps.
"We do not believe that they have worked
hard, we do not believe that they have
pulled themselves with their bootstraps, we
do not believe that they have followed the
American dream as we have conceived it,"
said Stirling, in an attempt to explain why
food stamp users are stigmatized.
Stirling and Hall claim that this paradigm

is spread in thepopularpress, I
and that the goal of welfare I
reform is really to cut down •
on case loads, not necessarily cut down on poverty. .;
They conclude that these
kmds of reforms will fail
As examples of what Hall
and Stirling consider to be
popular perceptions of welfare and of the poor, they
examined data on welfare
expenditures and on welfare Professor of Economics Kate Stirling discusses
users. Stirling also countered misconceptions about poverty and welfare.
the idea of the "feminizaAnother misconception aboutpoverty and
tion of poverty."
welfare is that AFDC encourages female
According to data on the 1987 federal
headed families. According to Stirling, there
budget the majority of money expended on
js no data' to back up this claim. While the
"welfare" by the government's definition,
number of female-headed households has
- 69% - goes to "social insurance." Sosteadily-increased since the middle 1960s,
cial insurance includes social security, and
the teal expenditures on AFDC has been
worker's compensation. Unlike stereotypideclining since the middle 70s rather than
cal welfare programs, these entitlements
incresing also, as one would expect if
are deserved by their recipients in the pubAFDC had caused the increase.
lic imagination, Hall and Stirling claim.
• Alough more of the poor are in femaleThe next biggest welfare expenditure is
headed households today than in 1960, fepublic aid: 14% of welfare expenditures in
male-headed households are less likely to
1987. Public aid includes food stamps, and
be poor today than in 1960. Stirling exAid to Families with Dependent Children
plained that the percentage of the poor who
(AFDC). AFDC is the type of programare from these households is increasing
direct entitlements to individuals— that
b.causá there are more female-headed
most people associate with "welfare" and
households in the country overall, not beis highly stigmatized according to the two
cause of AFDC.
professors.

Budget Task Force not talking about proposals until January
EIBy Sarah Hynés
Saff Writer
If you ask a member of the Budget Task
Force what the expected tuition increase
will be for next year, chances arethey won't
tell you. They will not tell you what the
expected fmancial aid budget will be nor
what sort of increase professors and staff
will see in their paychecks.
UPS 's Budget Task Force consists of 8
members who are sworn to secrecy until
January when they will reveal the proposed
budget for 1993-94.
The Task Force, made up of 2 students, 2
faculty, 2 staff, the Financial Vice President and the Academic Dean meets all fall
to review the current budget and assess
requests for next year's changes. It was
founded in the early seventies to increase
the campus community's input onhow the
budget is distributed.
"This is not common to a private instituiion," said Ray Bell, Financial Vice President, who is also a member of the Budget
Task Force. "There are students actually
involved in the development of the budgel"
Each year numerous requests for budget
changes come before the committee. "The

LIBRARY from page 1
puterized indexes, orCD ROMS, which list
practically everything available in print on
a given subject. The UPS library would
have no way ofkeeping all that information
on hand.
She feels that this has caused the library to
reach a "critical mass." Students get frustrated when they fmd all the titles in the
index, but none of thejournals on the shelf.
Full text retrieval machines would be a
key to improving the store of information.
The library has just bought one Compact
Disc Read Only Memory machine, called
Business Periodicals on Disk, which not
only indexes articles, but actually contains
60% of the titles listed. Mitchell plans to
look into buying more of these types of
machines.
:
•
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requests vary from year to year," says Bell.
Typical requests each year are for financial
aid increases, faculty/staff compensation
increases, better library support and new
staff positions.
According to Bell, the Task Force undergoes a lengthy process in making its final
decision. Once decisions have been made
the recommendations arepassed to the President, and ASUPS in January. Before the
proposed budgetis presented to the trustees
for approval, the campus community has a
10-14 day period during which to give its
input, but the final decision lies with the
Board of Trustees.
Many people wonder why the process is
so confidential. The general campus will
not know what the proposed tuition increase is, or how much financial aid will go
up until January. Bell says that the Task
Force is receiving requests throughout the
fall and that until all budget requests are in,
the committee cannot make any decisions.
"We have to look at it all at once and
consider everything at the same time," Bell
said.
During the process of balancing
everyone's ideas, the proposed tuition increase will especially waver. Bell speculates thatplay-by-play reporting ofthe Task
a system called "UnCover." Students can
use this system to find articles and also to
have the full text of the indexed title sent to
them from a data base using fax technology. These computers would provide access to almost any current article found in
journals without the libraiy having to subscribe to them. However, it requires payment for each transaction. Mitchell hopes
to find funds to cover these costs by next
year.
Money for these new systems would have
to come from cuts in the allocations to
depariments. The Library/Faculty committee is starting discussion now over whether
that will be possible.
Mitchell also said that many of the problems encountered in the library are solv able. She urges students to come to her
directly with specifics aboutwhat they need:

Force's activity to the campus community
would wreak havoc causing students to
panic unnecessarily about decisions that
have yet to be finalized.
One week theymay be considering somethingthat would entail a significant tuition
iurease and the next that may all change.
The Task Force works with a budget of
over $42 milidn, $37 million of which is
generated by tuition revenue.

Great American
Smokeout fumes on
campus Thursday,
Nov. 19
"Tobacco is a dirty weed-I like it.
It satisfies no normal need-I like it
It makes you thin, it makes you lean,
It takes the hair right off your bean.
It's the worst darn stuff I've ever seenI like it."—Graham Lee Hemminger

IJBy Erika Konopka
Assistant News Editor

To help break the smoking habit, UPS is
joining forces with the American Cancer
Society for "The Great American
Smokeout" on Thursday, November 19.
The main event will commence at 10 am
and continue through 2 pm in the Great Hall
where smokers and non-smokers alike will
have the opportunity to "adopt-a-smoker."
The program gives smokers a "buddy" to
talk to throughout the day that will give
them support to quit smoking.
"KUPS plans to cover the 'Smoke Out'
with live interviews of people who want to
quit smoking," said KUPS director, Julie
L.eydelmeyer. "People will have a chance
to say why they are quitting and what in
particular has motivated them to quit."
In addition to the adoption, the program
will offer several raffles with prizes including tickets to the Nutcracker, the Tacoma
Museum and theMetropolitanParks Broadway Cinema.
"The raffles are designed to get people to
come down and learn about smoking, and
the prizes are focused on giving the exsmokers something to celebrate kicking
their habit," said Julie Pyatt of the Health
Promotion Committee. "I think it's important to become aware on this college campus, so the students are aware of the programs which promote healthy lifestyles and
understand the dangers related with smoking and chewing tobacco."

!

Willamette University offers an excellent 10-month program
leading to teacher certification (elementarygrades K-9 orsecondaiy
grades 5-12) and a Master of Arts in Teaching (MAT) degree.
Baccalaureate degree and early admission testing required.
1993-94 PROGRAM AUGUST 22, 1993 - JUNE 10, 1994

Certification available in:
Japanese
Art
Language Arts
Biology & General Science
Mathematics (Basic
Business Education
& Advanced)
Chemistry
Music Education (K-12)
Drama
Physical Education (K-12)
Elementary
Physics
English Language
Reading (K-12)
& Literature
Russian
French
Spanish
German
Speech
Health
Social Studies
integrated Science

WOM
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U
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1992

For more information COfltaCt:
Office of Admission, Willamette University
900 State Street, Salem, OR 97301
(503) 370-6303
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Ins'Ide Theater goes surreal in tackl'ing rac'ial issues
JBy John Tocher

OnceFwznyhousebegins, though, it makes
look as conventional as a
Disney flick. "It's a tough play for audiences who are conditioned for realism.
[Funnyhouse] is surrealism. It's a nightmare, basically," said Mane.
Paula Perkins plays Sara, the daughter of
a white woman who was raped by a black
man. She introduces us to the eight personifled facets ofher mind, who all take sides in
a war to deny her father's heritage. The
Funnyhouse, splashed with dazzling colors
The Dutchman

A&E Editor

Two one-act plays dealing with unsettling
racial themes open this weekend in the
Inside Theater in Jones, The Dutch,nan and
Frnnyho use of a Negro.
"These are the first two plays of black
authorship directed on the main stage since
I've been here," said director Diana Marre.
She said she had been waiting to do both
shows for a long time, but had to wait for
two strong African American leads and for
the campus climate to be right. Marre said
students in the past who read the play in her
class used to view Dutchman as a play from
the sixties. "Then when the Rodney King
incidentoccurred," she said, "everyone said
"Whoa, this is relevant!
"I'm hoping we'll give the audience some
insight into the position of African American people in white middle-class culture,
and at this institution," Marre says. "People
Lloñ't r€alize how traumatic it is for black
people to assimiliate into white society."
TheDutchman takes place onaNew York
subway car and follows an encounter betweena temperamental white sexpot named
Lula (Sara Laird) and a middle-class black
man (Jock Carter). What follows is an unsettling conversation sounding like a play
by Harold Pinter. The characters bear several similarities to Albee's The Zoo Story,
(produced on campus last spring) but adds
racial stereotypes on top of Lula's "novel
form of insanity." As with most of Marre's
productions, the tone is on the surreal side,
though the build, tension, and plot are all
fairly digestible.
-

-
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up and down the stage is the arena of her
mind. Sara wrestles with her sanity, vainly
struggling to repress her African-American
roots by symbolically pushing Patrice
Lamamba (Jay Banks), the personification
of her heritage, into a closet on stage right.
She is powerless to keep him locked up.
Though she claims repeatedly ,"Heis dead,"
her mind(s) scream back, "But he keeps
returning!"
Although the two shows share similar
themes of African-American integration
into white society, Marre says that as directing projects, "the two shows are diametrically opposed. The Dutchman is an
actor's piece. It's got a clear beginning,
middle, and end. Funnyhouse is just wild.
There's no indication in the script about
any blocking, no hints for the director about
what it's supposed to look like."
Both plays were written in 1964 and both
won off-Broadway awards when they
opened. But be warned, conventional playgoer, these plays are tense, hard-hitting,
and several steps off the mainstream. These
plays will force you to be aware of issues
you may not want to face. As Mane put it,
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University of Puget Sound
Inside Theatre presents
Two plays from the Black Theatre

Dutchman
by Amiri Baraka
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Gruntruck: Push (Roadrunner)

Because of this, they've produced one of
the best hard rockin' albums of the year.
No ballads here! In the past they relied
more on reckless abandon than on
songwriting, but now they've found the
right mixture of both while remaining just

by Adrienne Kennedy
Diana Marre, director

Friday, November 13 & 20, 8 p.m.
Saturday, November 14 & 21, *2 p.m. and 8p.m.
Wednesday, November 18, 8 p.m.
Thursday, November 19, 8p.m.
Inside Theatre, Jones Hall
University of Puget Sound
Tickets on sale October 30 at the
University Information Center (756-3329), or at the door.
$6 general, $4 student/senior citizen/faculty/staff

* Matinee: $4 general, $2 student/senior citizen/faculty/staff

"it grabs you by the throat and pins you."
The Dutchman and Funnyho use of a Negro will be performed Fri. Nov. 13 and Sat.
Nov. 14, and Wed. Nov. 18 thru Sat. Nov.
21 at8 p.m. with matinee shows on the 14th
and 21th at 2 p.m. Evening shows are $6
general, $4 student, senior, faculty, staff,
and matinees are $4 general, $2 student,
senior, faculty, staff.

Purplish sound. Ofcourse the Young Fresh
Fellows have continued their tradition of
non-sensicallyrics withlines such as,"She's
got apair oflips you could shine your shoes
on ... she's got a pair of legs and a pair of
arms, she's got a pair of legs and a pair of
arms..." Other intriguing numbers include

-

-

RATING: Full Sail Ale

+

Young Fresh Fellows: If's Low Beat
Time (Frontier)
Noriffs here,justuptempo, finger-tappin,'
guitar-strummin,' hum-along pop with a
sense of humor. The past couple of years
have been sorely mediocre for the Young
Fresh Fellows but their new album is qua!ity stuff. Sortalike theKinks, or a smoothed
over Ramones, the band is almost a throwback to the 60's. Several tracks on the
album were produced by producer-du-jour
Butch Vig but this time he left out the
squealing guitars and heavy beats that have
become his signature style. The album also

includes several guestappearancesby some
true rock veterans, most noteably Stax and
Sun records (Elvis' original label) legend
Rufus Thomas on the track "Green Green."
"Two Headed Fight" has old-timer Lester
Snell on organ and takes on an eerily Deep

.:,

of a Negro

-

Gruntruok has always been a brutally
heavy 1ncI, but it seems like there's been
something missing on their previous atbu,ms. Wi th their la test effort, it looks like
thdy'vç fmally gotten their shit together
and learned how to write quality songs.

t IH

and

et7(ev47s...

outside the realms of mainstream. Their
sound is a bit like Helmet or Soundgarden,
but with the help of legendary producer
JackEndino (Nirvana'sBleach,Mudhoney)
they have managed to carve out their own
niche in the metal scene. They're as powerful as they've everbeen but now their songs
have direction and melody. Gruntruck includes members of Skin Yard and other
legendary underground Seattleheavies and
there is defmitely a carryover of the hardcore/thrash metal intensity. The album is
full of uptempo riffs and lively, heavy beats
drenched in a dual guitar attack and memoruble (not quite catchy) lyrics. "Machine
Action" is one of the best songs of '92 and
makes you want to put your fist through a
window and boogie down at the same time.
Buy it!

1:,j,IiIk

.
Funn yhouse

Fellows take Chainsaw to. Gruntruck
(By Pete Burness and
Kai Elgethun

J:

"Faultless," which sounds like itcould have
been lifted off of the movie soundtrack for
"Dumbo," and "Low Beat." Rumor has it
that this album was made only because the
original plan of making a children's album
fell through. We!!, I'm glad itdidcause the
veterans of the "old guard" of the Seattle
music scene have produced their best work
in years.

RATING: Henry's
(Note: Listen to Advanced Radio with
Kai and Pete Wed. 10-12 on KUPS 90.1)
Daisy Chainsaw. Eleventeen. (A&M
Records)
This is the debut album by this British
band. You've probably heard the first sin o!n

00PS1

1%~

There has been some confusion
about our Oct. 29 article about the
Sadhappy concert. The opening paragraph was written by John Tocher,
independently of Wayne Storer. The
sentence "With no further ado, here's
Wayne Storer and his opinion of the
bands" was intended to separate the
contributions of the two writers. We
apologize for any incurred criticisms
that may have been mistakely atiributed to either person.

"Love Your Money," as it has received
substantial airp!ay for afew months now on
local progressive stations. I was immediately drawn to this song it seemed new
and unusual: loud, reckless fuzz guitars and
screeching female vocals. Cool. Now the
whole album is out. Unfortunately, the
-

whole album is not as good. It may even be
safe to say that some of it is filler, packed
around four or five brilliant songs. Giving
them the benefit of the doubt, I could instead assume that the 'filler' is some sort of
avant- garde noise, which basically consists
of screaming and distortion. Either way,
what matters is the really revolutionary,
exciting tunes contained on this album. The
opening track, "I Feel Insane" and "Pink
Flower" are two.primeexamples of creativity atwork. The guitars buzz and clang over
careening drumbeats while singer Katie
Garside gasps, sighs, and wails out the
lyrics. Her voice is child-like, but tuneful
and strong, even desperate at times. She
sounds a lot like Bjork of the Sugarcubes,
except even more strained and detached. I
really wish the album were consistent
throughout. At least the 'filler' tracks do
not detract in any way from the truly brilliant and original ones. The overall sound
is original and exciting. Look out for this
band in the future.

Rating: Henry Weinhard's
Note: See Dairy Chainsaw live @ the
Ballard Firehouse, Friday Nov. 13.

Coming Soon: The Knack, The
Beatles (maybe), Jeff Healy

A
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Hal Hartley chalks up another
eccentr'ic masterpliece
"There is no such thing as adventure and romance, only trouble and desire
—Simple Men

!ByJen Wong and Leslie Murray
Staff Devia nts

When we made our voyage to Seattle to
see a preview screening of Hal Hartley's
new film SimpleMen, we didn'tknow quite
what to expect. His first feature film The
Unbelievable Truth (released in the U.S. in
1990) was the quirky tale of the romance
between an auto-mechanic/priest/ex-convict/phiosopher and an 18-year-old model
waiting for nuclear holocaust. His second
film, Trust (1991), while focusing on another courtship (this time between a pregnantex-chcerleader and a brilliantbut sullen
electronics expert who carries a hand grenade around in his pocket "just in case"),
also delved into the evils of television, sex
and motherhood. While both were lowbudget films with small exposure to the
movie-watching masses,bothreceived welldeserved critical acclaim.
So' we were ready for a good film, but
weren't even attempting a guess at whom
Hartley would throw together in love-swept
bliss this time. Needless to say, we were not
disappointed by the film's quality, and yes,
there was another adjective-ridden couple
cavorting around making us all jealous and
filling us with the desire to smooch someone.
The plot revolves around Bill and Dennis
McCabe, brothers who, for different reasons, are searching for their father, a leftwing radical ex-shortstop prison-escapee
who is suspected of bombing the Pentagon
in the height of his '60's liberal fervor. Bill
is a criminal who has just been doublecrossed by his partners in robbing a computer store; Dennis is a philosophy major in
college. Their search takes them to a seaside
town in Long Island, where they meet Kate,
who runs a small inn, and Elina, an epileptic
Romanian. The brothers eventually discover
that both women are helping get their father
safely out of the country. Along the way the
brothers meet a slew of characters requiring
ten-line descriptions. Martin (Martin
Donovan), an angry man with a boat, is in
love with Kate and resents the attention Bill
McCabe gives her. Mike (Mark Chandler
Bailey), a French-speaking gas-station attendant, is a Jimi Hendrix wanna-be, and
plays Christmas carols with lots of reverb

when he's not pumping gas. Ned (Jeffrey
Howard), who's a few bricks short ofa full
load, has a broken motorcycle which he
gives to Bill in exchange for a plastic
medallion ofthe Virgin Mary ("Be good to
her and she'll be good to you"). And then
there's the Sheriff(Damian Young) with a
broken marriage who describes love as
"driving an ice-pick into the center of your
forehead" and asks the age-old question:
"Why do women exist?"
This eclectic cast of characters is wonderfully acted by a cast which includes
actors returning from Hartley's first two
films, as well as some new faces. Robert
Burke, whoseprevious credits include The
Unbelievable Truth and Rambling Rose
(and who, we might add, can soon be seen
in the title role in Robocopll! (?!?)), plays
Bill with an appropriate mix of deadpan
humor and tough-guy charm. In one of his
most memorable monologues, he swears
to seduce the first beautiful blonde he sees
with an infallible plan: use of the classic
female hormone-inciters: mystery,
thoughtfulness, depth and modesty. Burke
characterizes the irrational quality of love
in a way that most viewers can easily relate
to. And he's cute as a button.
Also cute as the proverbial button is
William Sage, who plays Dennis McCabe.
Sage, who has had smaller roles in both of
Hartley's previous feature-films, plays his
first lead with a naive school-boy charm
which counteracts Burke's tough, distant
quality. The character of Dennis is somewhat more complex than the character of
Bill, and Sage carries o'ut the contrast admirably while still making the relationship
between the two brothers feasible.
Karen Sillas, who was last seen in Trust
as a cynical nurse at an abortion clinic who
does shots of whiskey between appointments, plays Kate with a combination of
cool strength and vulnerability. The romance between Kate and Bill is refreshingly original, not just a replay of every
love story you see in mainstream films
today, partly because of the believability
of Sillas' character.
Elina Löwensohn plays the enigmatic
Romanian staying at Kate's inn. From her
opening moments in the film she is capti-

5

Bill (Robert Burke) and Kate (Karen Sillas)fall in love in Hal Hartley' new film.

vating. She effortlessly makes the transition from mysterious foreigner to political
extremist. She plays her role convincingly,
yet with bizarre humor. In one hilarious
scene, she leads Dennis and Martin in a
weird pseudo-Solid Gold dance revival to
Sonic Youth's "Cool Thing." Plus, she
delivers a killer epileptic seizure.
Overall, the film continuesllartley's originat and powerful examination of love and
she common affairs of uncommon people.
Hartley, who also wrote the screenplay,
creates dialogue that is witty and compelling. The characters deliver the dialogue
with a constant rhythm which carries the
viewer through often paradoxical material.
Hartley also manages to create characters
who complement each other rather than
overpowering each other. No single character in the film is dominant. Further, the
lack of steamy, naked sex in Simple Men, Qr
any sex at all, for that matter, as in all of
Hartley's films, adds to the integrity of the
work. Hartley can make a simple kiss as
erotic as the most graphic Hollywood sex
scene.

Plus, you gotta hand it to the guy: he
knows who to cast. Karen Silas and Elina
Löwensohn join Adrienne Sheily (of The
Unbelievable Truth and Trust) in our personal list of women who are beautiful
enough to make men fall over dead and
women considerlesbianism. William Sage,
Martin Donovan, and Robert Burke transçend the realm of cute, jumping straight
into drop-dead gorgeous. The beauty of the
actors adds to the beauty of the film as a
whole. Michael Spiller's cinematography
and music by Yo La Tengo work to create
a perfectly balanced and sensually stunning whole.
We realize that Simple Men is not a
mainstream Hollywood blockbuster with
big-name actors, and Hartley's odd sense
of humor may not appeal to everyone.
However, this is a beautiful film which is
not only touching but funny, holding universal truths with which anyone could identify. Simple Men plays at the Varsity in
Seattle beginning November 13.

'
Sinises'Of
Mi'ce and Men'captures book almost too well
JBy John Tocher
A&E Editor

This is going to be one of the shortest
reviews in the history offilni. Gary Sinise's
Of Mice and Men is excellent. It's like
watching the book come to life. It captures
what I always imagined the story to be: a
nd full of lonely people with no way out.
ere is Candy (Ray Walston), the old, onended remnant ofdays gone by, with nothof his own except a battle-weary sheep
g; Crooks, the hunched-over black
thleboy who isn't allowed in the bunkuse; Curley's wife, (Sherilyn Fenn) whose
real name we never learn, the would-be
seductress who wanders around the ranch
craving attention like a drug. None of them
have anyone to depend on.
But not George and Lennie. George
(Sinise) has Lennie (John Malkovich) and
Lennie has George. And of course, they
?ve thcr ph'i Their famous dream tobreak
-

out of the life of the migrant farm worker
andone day gettheirown farm one. George
is the small, cleverone. Lennie is the dimwitted giant with incredible strength. Together, they're going to make it out. That
is, ifGeorge can keep Lennie from ruining
everything with his destructive grip.
Often, acomplaintaboutmovie adaptions
is that they change too much from the
book. The opposite is true here. What you
get is the definitive Movie of the Book.
Which, call me a purist, doesn't interest
me as much as the book itself. Steinbeck's
original work is only about 120 pages,
enough to read in one or two sittings. My
opinion is "Why not just read the book?"
But, ofcourse, to each his own. I'm speaking mainly to people who haven't read the
famous American tragedy. For those who
have, it's worth seeing just to experience
what it looks like when brought to life
before your eyes.

The few comments I have are singular
flaws in an otherwise smooth film.
Malkovich, as always, is exceptional, but
it's not his best. I do like his Lennie, who is
not a re-hash of the voice that became that
of the Looney Tune's Abominable
Snowman ("I will hug him and squeeze him
and call him George! Sinise looks a little
too much like the director in his own film,
perhaps too savvy for a migrant worker.
Crooks' role is reduced significantly and
loses the skepticism that made him crucial
to the story. The movie loses his pessimistic
lines "I seen lots ofguys come 'round here
lookin' for that little piece of heaven. None
of 'em ever finds it." An even trade, though,
for the sublime impact of Candy's "I
. shouldn't have let someone else shoot my
dog" and its implications for later in the
story.
. As a final note, I like the way Steinbeck's
novel leaves the reader with the choice to
").

feel either dismay or to infer a ray of hope.
Sinise decided cut out the last page of
dialogue and thus the novel's ambiguity.
But hey, it's probably the movie's sirongest departure from the text. There are few
enough that you almost wish there had
been more.
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He'ld'l hobnobs with winers and cheeseheads
tIBy Heidi Reichlin
Staff Writer

Ifsomeone hadasked meprior to this past
weekend whether I had ever been to a
wine-tasting before, I would have rolled
my eyes and chortled defiantly at the
thought. I would have isponded with the
stereotypical, 'What! Me?! I'm no pretentious yuppie with the wealth and leisure
time to attend everywine-tasting event that
comes along! " Now, don't get me wrong. I
love wine. But the thought of holding an
eventjust to drink differentvarieties of the
stuff perplexed me.
This past weekend's Northwest Wine
Tasting at the Vinotique in Lakewood
opened up new horizons for me. Not only
did I have the most fun I've had in a long
time for a measly $3.00, but I learned that
wine tasting is NOTjust forthe experts and
therich. Unless you'reblessed with perfect
olfactory andgustatory senserecall, you're
aware of how difficult it is to really distinguish between one wine and the next if you
only indulgeonce every few weeks. It's not
until you have the opportunity to taste 1520 wines at once that you can truly experience what the wine professionals mean by
a fruity aroma or a rich velvet texture.
How does one wine-taste? You wander
from wine representative to wine representative, wine glass in one hand, a little piece
ofwhite sourdough in theother, alternately
sipping wines and munching bread to neutralize the taste ofone before moving on to
the next, exclaiming from time to time,
"What a superb Chardonnay! Fruity, nutty,
yet not too dry." Or more discerningly,
"This Rattlesnake Red is abit too rough for
anything more refined than a bowl of spaghetti and meat sauce." The Vinotique was
also serving tasty tidbits ofthe fme cheeses
they offer. I became so strongly attached to
a Garlic and Sundried Tomato cheese that
I brought some home with me.
Several local wineries were present from
Washington and Oregon, some of them run
by husband and wife teams, like Adelsheim
Vineyard, one of Oregon's oldest wineries.
David and Ginny Adelsheim started their
Vineyard near Newport in 1971. David
studied winegrowing in Burgundy, France,
while his wife gave up her lifestyle as a
prdfessional ceramics artist to work with
him on their dream. Even David's brother,
Michael, left the world of record stores and
rock'n'mll bands to work as businessmanager for Adelsheim Vineyard. They practice unobtrusive, or primitive, winemaking
techniques. No wines are pumped, stirred
fined or filtered unless there is no less
destructive alternative.
Do you think this makes an interesting
story? If tasting fine wines and expensive
cheeses begins to lose its appeal, try asking

any of the representatives to tell their story
of how they got into the wine business.
Chances are, they spent much of their previous lives doing something completely different. One representative from Portteus used
to work for American Airlines in managemenL Disgusted with how things were being run there after they merged with some
other big airlines, he quit and somehow
ended up working for Portteus. You'll find
many an eccentric among the lot. Nearly a
vegetarian myself (eat only seafood now), I
was ecstatic to meet a representative who
was practically a vegan (consumes no animals or animal by-pmducts, like milk or
eggs) who could recommend some excellent wines for vegetarian dishes. I have
included below my own strong recommendations, reinforced by the accord of professionals, from each winery present at the
winetasting event. All of the wines cost less
than $20 per bottle, the average price running at about $10.
Washington Wines
Bernard Griffin Winery

Merlot '90- dry, woody red with lots of
character. Great with salmon as well red
meats.
Semillon '9 1 - delicious white, fruity character, not too sweet. Try it with chicken.
Portleus Winery

Rattlesnake Ridge NV - rougher red, bargainprice. Idealwith spaghettiandred sauce
wine.

W7AE & CHEESE MERCHAJVTS

Rational Systems, Kittredge
ear approach to art
takes a lin
tBy Steve Zaro
Have you evet felt that art is just
too...creative? That nil would be more
interestirg if the artists, say, relied more
on something rational —. like science
or math? "That's crazy," you might
say, but artjtth like that is currently on
exhibit at Kitredge Hall.
In the exhibit, the artwork displayed
"is informed by some rational system
which, in greater or lesser ways, is the
operant discipline in the construction
and composition of the work," says
Dennis Evans, curator of the exhibit. In
other words, artists whose work is usually the result of the freedom of whim,

Snoqualmie Winery

Chardonnay '89 - fruity, nutty but somewhat dry, seductive white.
Late Harvest Riesling'9 1- BestBargain of
the Event Outstanding dessert wine for the
price. Refined sweetness, a dessert in itself.
Chinook Winery

ing to me. I didn't see expression, but
boxes that had been colored in. Maybe
this is what they were shooting for.
In any case, artist Mdre Samson
took an interesting twist on the discipline ofnautical flags. For those of you
who don't know, nautical flags are
represented by letters. What Samson
did is paint the flags and arrange them
inpatterns that spelled out the names of
his Mends. It sounds corny, but it looks
cool.
At the other end of Kittredge Hall is
a single exhibit not associated with
"Rational Systems." It is a mixed medin work that "speaks to the forgotten
stories of domestic violence," Milton

Staff Writer
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Semillon '91 - sweeter than the Bernard
Griffin. Great with oysters in the half-shell.

1
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Oregon Wines

Pinot Noir Red Wine - Considered by
many to be the best all-around food wine.
Exelent with any meat or fish.
Evesham Wood '90 - melts in your mouth.
Perfumy, light, ethereal yet dry. Exiraordinarily unusual character for a red. As there
were only 200 cases produced by this husband and wife venture, this batch is nearly
sold out.
Adeisheim '90 - velvety, dry and smooth.
Would age gracefully. A cut above the rest.
My uncontested favorite.
Keep your eyes peeled for these wines!
The Vinotique, located on 7304 Lakewood
Dr. West, is open Mon.-Sat. They sell wine
by the glass to accompany homemade soups,
salads, and sandwiches from 11am. to 4pm.
Feast like French king or Bellevue yuppie
at the next tasting event: Port and Champagne Tasting, Saturday, December 5th.
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have applied some order to their art to
see whathappens. What hasresulted is
a lot oflines Straight lines.
Walking into the small gallery I was
surprised by the uniformity of the
works. Not to say that they were all the
same, but the tone was definitely geometrical. Squares and rectangles evejywhere. A chill ran up my spine, but
there was no breeze. It's hard to know
what to make of art that looks so restricted. "Is the artist the originator of
the images or does the systematic working process reveal apre-existing visual
order that is waiting to be uncovered?"
asked Evans.
Because the works followed a format, they seemed to have lost any feel-

—

Freewater states in a note about his
work.
Freewater fills the whole room with
images that criticize the way society
deals with domestic violence. Empty
newspaper headlines cover the walls,
and a giantpointing finger stands in the
middle of the room proclaiming guilt
circledby mopbuckets that can't wash
away the atrocities of violence. And
on the back wall, hatch marks count
out the number of victims.
Kittredge's gallery hours are from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and Sun. from
1-4p.m."Rational Systems" and Milton
Freewater's work will be open through
November 29. Admission as always,
is free.

Runs great, new chain
& sprocket. $450 or best offer.
572-5260. or x3230.

Perfect Sotutions
Word Processing
FREE PICKUP AND
DELIVERY
CALL 564-8659
DAYS OR EVENINGS

Proving that the best product
isn't always the highest priced!
•Weekly tutoring sessions
•Reasonable price -- $495
'36
hours
of
actual
class
time
•Eight
years of experience
(Youll never pay us to stund thetu with a stop watch)
'2000 students later, Steven still teaches his classes
Next LSAT course
begins the week of
December 5th.

-
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5244915

NextGRE course
begins the week of
December 5th.

Call today for a fiee introductor\ seminar.
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Whit Mason, an Amen can journalistfrom Seattle, is one of three editors of the Siberian Review, the English
version of an independant Russian newspaper.

Newspaper creates a human chain linking journalists from the Unite
JBy Katharine Dvorak
Features Editor

Escaping the coup that ignited the Soviet
Union in August 1990, the Akademik
Shirshov docked at Seattle's Pier 66. The
ship carried 25,000 copies of an Englishlanguage edition of the SLbirskaya Gazeta,
the first politically independent newspaper
in Siberia.
Afraid that during the coup the paper
would be shut down and that the bundles
brought across the Pacific would become
the precious last editions, the 150 Russian
passengers and several concerned Americans on the Seattle dock formed a human
chain from the lowest hold ofthe ship to the
pier, passing the bundles hand over hand in
a dramatic effort to free the paper from its
confines and distribute it to its Western
readers.
Whit Mason, a young American journalisi: from Seattle, comprised one of the links
in the chain that night. As a young man
fervent for adventure, he left his home
country andmovedto Siberia, subsequently
becoming an editor for the English-Ianguage version of the Gazeta, the Siberian

rn

an 's

Review.

"I went over with the idea that (the paper)
wasjustan English-translated edition of the
Sibirskaya Gazeta. I wasn't supposing I'd
be writing anything for it," said Mason.
On the contrary, Mason, along with another American and one Russian journalist,
is not only an editor but a substantial contributor to the paper, writing on topics ranging from the 1990 coup to Boeing's plans
for an international air route in Siberia.
The Review is connected, though not legally, to the San Francisco Wee/dy. Their
relationship, established by Mason, is one
of distribution and American support.
"In Seattle when I became very involved
with the people who brought the paper over
by ship, I hooked them up with the SF
Wee/dy," said Mason. "'Fhey needed help
because while they were all talented people,

they were not prepared and had very little
money. So the Weekly helped with distribution and had a great response."
(15,000 copies of the paper were distributed throughout San Francisco; the remaining 10,000 were disbursed in Seattle.)
"Since we had such good response to the
paper we decided to start a regular edition,
which is why I went over. No one knows
about this part of the world. There are all
kinds of fascinating stories there."
Thus, the beginnings of the Siberian Review and Mason's trek to become ajournalist across the Pacific. -

Prior to joining the Review staff, Mason
was constantly on the move. Bored with the
confines of permanence, he studied at four
differentschools, lived not only in the United
States butalso in Canada, Paris, and Czechoslovakia, and also joined the Navy.
Mason studied journalism and writing,
though never graduated from any of the
four schools he attended, which included
Uw and the University of Oregon. However, after studying at Columbia University
for a semester Mason could no longer afford to attend school.
"I know it sounds strange that I went to

Paris when I didn't have enough
- money to continue in New York,
but that's what I did," explained
Mason. "I thought that the only
place in the world I could live for
free is the Northwest, perhaps. But
the one place that I was really sure
of was in an apartment in Paris
where my girlfriend lived. So I
moved to Paris and got ajob teaching English."
Mason later moved to a small
industrial town in Czechoslovakia
where he learned the language and
customs that, similar to Russian,
helped make his transition from
American to Siberian life less overwhelming.
While working on the paper Mason lives in Akademgorodok, an
academic town containing 22 scientific institutions and a large university within its boundaries.
The Review, founded in Decemher 1989, limits its distribution to
the United States. Unconnected to
the Russian paper, it evolved into
a completely independent paper
with original material wrijten by
American as well as Russian journalists.
"We originally hoped that we
would just choose the best articles
from the four editions the Russian
paper does per month and combine them
into one monthly paper. We would translate it, re-work the stories, and that would
be it. We never expected to write original
pieces," Mason said. "But we haven't been
able to get material from them. That's really unfortunate. It wasn't our main intention."
However organized, the paper has received a positive and enthusiastic reaction
in the United States. While only distributed
at ports in Alaska, San Francisco, and Seattle, Mason has received letters and phone
calls from as far as Washington D.C.

I. ..-
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fates and Russia
"The paper just intrigues people," said
Mason. "ft's very direct and honest and
doesn't grow out of the system. People
know that it's from Siberia and that Siberia
is a part of Russia, but that's about all they
know. So when they see "Siberian Review"
they pick it up, fascinated."
The Gazeta, however, is not enjoying
equal success. Plummeling popularity has
dmpped its ciitulation down to4O,000 from
an all time high of 100,000.
Mason hopes to remain connected with
the paper for as long as it survives, but a
lack in advertising and the need for a business manager is a continual problem that
may hinder a successful future.
"1 really hope we get money soon, because if we don't it's not going to survive.
We sold a lot of subscriptions, but the ads
just don't come in," explained Mason, who
also said thatageneraiproblem facing most
Russian papers is the tendency ofnot separating the publishing and editing end of
production, which is what plagues the Review.

"I'm notagood business person, and even
if I was, the editors couldn't do it alL"
Mason carries some optimism that the
paper will have a chance provided that he
is able to collaborate with another paper
being established on Russia's Pacific coast.
If the two papers combine forces, the Review could double in strength.
In a brief introduction to the June, 1992
edition, Sergei Sopov, co-editor of the Review, summed the fundamental purpose of
the paper.
"What we at the Siberian Review want
more than anything else is to cultivate and
explore our new freedom, to shed the deadening fear that is our patrimony. From this
we will gain the strength to open our souls
to the world and the world to our souls."
Whit Mason,joumalist in Russia for only
a year, has not only successfully lived up to
the theme of the paper in his work, but also
proved that only by being unafraid to take
risks, will one be excited by life.

Azerbaijan conf lid typ'if i' es Sov'let breakup
Ethnic wars and the Texas Solution provide a fertile testing ground for political theory

By Sara Freeman
Editor

Thomas Goliz started as an actor. He
dabbled in a little playwriting. Then, for
fun, he started studying Gennan. Which led
him to Germany, where he got thrown out
of the commune he was living in. So he
hitchhiked to Africa, via the Middle East. It
was in his briefjaunt through Turkey that
the pattern for the next phase ofhis life was
set.
Now Goltz, an international lecturer,
scholar andjournalist, writes from the wartorn Azerbaijan region of what was once
the Soviet Union. From his experience observing the war-of-independence/civil war
between the Azeris and the Armenians,
Gokz has developed an acute understanding of the dynamics shaping areas of Central Asia and the Slavic regions of the
former USSR.
With a slight air of defense, he says he's
notthere foranypersonal mission. Hemakes
no pretense of being an agent for social
change ...... I'm not a missionary for any
cause. I'm just curious."
Golti observes the Azeris and the Annemans. He writes about them. He theorizes.
He speaks about theirconflicts with anair
ofintellectual detachment which is at once
refreshing and unnerving because it's so
clinical. He doesn't bemoan the horrors of
war and doesn't propose to "speak for" the
Azeris. Goltz carries himself like a part of
an intellectual elite. He writes what we will
one day study in political theory to understand the breakup of the Soviet Union.
In particular, Goltz is a "Turkologist" and
speaks not only German, but Turkish and
Arabic also. This means he studies the "soft
underbelly" ofTurkish/Muslim states reestablishing themselves in the wreckage of
communism 'scollapse. These republics are
categorized separately from the Slavic/
Christian states like the ukraine and Georgia because they are so different. The Azeri,
forinstance; have a greatpopulation in Iran,
which likens theirculture more to the Middle
East than the western culture Slavic states
identify with.
The Azeris, Goltz informs me, are Shi'a
(Shi'ite) Muslims which further separates
them from the "western" worldbecause the
Shi'ite sect has become synonymous with
terrorists. It might be easy for us to assume
that the Azeris are an upstart ethnic group
violently laying claim to their piece of
territory because of that terrorist stereotype. On the contrary, the Azerbaijanis are
one ofthe only republics that had a national
history, albeit brief, preceding the Soviet
Union. From 1918-1920, the Azeris had an
independent republic that was swallowed
when the Soviet Union expanded..
Now the Azeris are in a paradoxical position: fmallyallowed toren theirown republic, they are faced with an internal conifict.
In the middle of Azerbaijan is a small
section of Armenian territory. The Annenians want the right of self-determination.
They say they're fighting a war of independence. What is the nature of the conflict
actually? A civil war? Azerbaijan hasn't
been a republic long enough to function as
onecountry, much less build up the policies
that would tear it in two. Is it an ethnic
conflict? The Azeris and the Annenians
don't have a long history of persecuting
each other's religious and social freedom.
"Religion plays no role in the Azeri-Armenina conflict," Goltz said.
In fact, both know what it is like to have
limited religious freedom. Both were persecuted by the Soviets. As to it being an
ethnicconflict, there areotherethnic groups
in Azerbaijan: Jews, Russians, Urkrainians

and Georgians are there as well.
Goltz explains that this sort of conflict is
ideologically troubling for Americans. We
believe in the right of self-detennination;
it's how we founded our country.. On the
other hand, we are not comfortable with
ethnic violence and we feel there is something to be said for maintaining a state's

integrity. We question where the divisions
will stop ifevery group cries "Self-determination!"
. So he paints us as torn between two viewpoints. One that states that a state is a state
and international agreements of borders,
signed by the Azeris and Armenians, must
bheld. This theory is especially supported
by the fact that many counries' borders are
ridiculous and arbitrary (some designed to
create ethnic conflict) and if we start questioning some we will have to question them
all. The othersimply holds that every people
has a right to self-determination.
U.S. policy on the matter is a catch-22
compromise. According to Goltz it says
that self-determination is a basic human
right, but it does not mean the right to
violent cessation. How can this be possible? The sole modem example we have of
two ethnic groups peacefully negotiating a
split is the Czeckos and the Slovaks, who
have made two republics out of what used
tobeCzeckoslovakia. Most factions end up
along the lines of the Serbs and Croats in
what remains of Yugoslavia.
What will the solution be? Goltz postulates the "Texas Solution." Based on the
Alamo, the Texas Solution defines the process in which a small state declares itself

free, goes through an ethnic cleansing, is
briefly independent then is absorbed into
another large state as Texas was abosrobed
into the U.S. after breaking with Mexico.
This can be seen happening to many of the
"statelets" inRussia. Abkhatzia and Oesetia
inRussian Georgia havejustdeclared judependence and demanded international recognition, but Goltz argues that they will
soon be reabsorbed into Georgia.
In Goltz's prognosis the future of
Azerbaijan lies in the Azeri's ability to let
go of the past:
"The sad thing about this transitional pariod is that everyone is still looking at the
past instead of the future and blaming each
other for the past. The weight of their past
is heavy indeed. To get rid of the burden,
people need to be reasonable and rational."
The U.S. hasn't taken an extremely active
role in theAzen-Armenianwar, which some
mightargueis to ourcredit. Goltz points out
that most of the press coverage in this
country regarding the war favors the plight
ofthe Armenians because there is a sort of
Armenian diaspora in America. In fact,
because Goltz reports the Azen side, he has
been mildly harassed by Armenian
expaririots when he returns to the U.S.
This visitto theU.S., besides surrounding
him with ever-present consumerism, afforded Gokz with the opportunity to key
into the presidential election. He doesn't
know if the Clinton-Gore administration
will have any effect on the affairs in
Azerbaijan because the state department
doesn't usually change when the presidential administration changes. Even so, Goltz
doesn't feel government aid is to the way
help the Azeris or the Armenians.
"Aid can be ridiculous or cynical," he
said. "But we love giving aid because it
allows us to look down our noses and to
condescend."
If the U.S. is to help Azerbaijan, Goltz
suggests human contact is the method. He
says we need teachers and businessmen
over there:
"We need the contact to humanize the
experience. To rid both sides of the
demonization. Aid, no. Human aid, yes."
As his fmal comment on working in another culture he admonishes students to
"learn languages." He feels that translators
are a travesty and Americans' proficiency
in other languages will make internationalism all the stronger.
Meanwhile,Goltzwill starthisnextproject
. . . a book on the breakup of the Soviet
Union and a study of Soviet Central Asia.
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Women'sXcountry ~
leads District to
National meet
'

_j
N
Ell

By Melissa Moffett
Staff Writer
41

Last weekend the Puget Sound women's
cmss country team won their first ever
Disthct title.
The team won the meet with46 points and
will lead the district to the National Meet.
Wanda Howlett led theLoggers by finishing the 5K course firstwith atimeof 18:18.
There were 64 finishers in the women's
race and all 9 of Puget Sound's runners
finished in the top 27.
-n
:
Theremaining PugetSound women were:
Emily Keilman (6th, 18:41), Shawn
Perkins (11, 19:27, Beth O'Brien (12,
19:29), Vicky Johnson (16, 19:38), Katie
Rein (21, 19:50), Melissa Moffett (23,
0
19:54), April Plattner (25, 20:00), and
Kirsten Brenkert (27, 20:06).
Seven of these women will compete at
Nationals in Kenosha, Wisconsin on No-

--

-

The Lures' Chad Barnert is wrapped up by the future Logger lineback corps:fresh,nen Joe Derhman (left)

and Jason Kauanui (right).

The Logger men's team
fourth
Loggers lose but score 29 points againsttough Lute defense v overall
with 100 points and will not make
finished

IBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

After the game, each team formed a semicircle around the center of the Tacoma
Dome foothall field.
The victorious Pacific Lutheran Lutes
retained possession of the Totem Pole
with a 56-29 victory, but the congratulations were not all theirs.
After a brief prayer, Lute coach Frosty
Westering pulled Puget Sound's Gary
McCurty into the middle of the circle.
"Everybody," Westering said, "this is
the end of this running back's great career."
And the Lutes stood and applauded.
And everybody still in the stadium stood
and appiauaeu.
McCurty and nine otherLoggers ended
their collegiate careers in a losing cause,
butby scoring 29 points againstthenation's
No.3 ranked defense, the Loggers finished
a rebuilding season with style.

"We wanted to win this game real bad,"
saidPuget Sound coach Ross Hjelseth. "We
all did. I don't think there is any guy who
put on this uniform that didn't want to win
real bad."

with them for the rest ofthe first half.
"Nobody has been this close to them,"
Hjelseth said. "It was 28-21 at halftime."
Before the first quarter was over, Puget
Sound had tied the score with a quick scoring drive of their own. After Mark
Acohido returned a punt 32 yards to the
50 yard line, Puget Sound quarterback
Jason Olson hit Matt Guyette for a 15yard pass completion. Then on a draw
play, Aaron McCoy broke a tackle at the
line of scrimmage and ran the ball in for
a touchdown.
After freshman Craig Kuntz converted
the extra point, the score was tied at 7-7.
Kuntz, who replaced Ian Wells as kicker,
converted all three of his extra point
attempts.
-

-
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and Lutes exchanged touchdowns.
On the next kickoff, Corey Bray returned
the ball 89 yards for a touchdown.
But then, the Loggers worked the bail

Though Pacific Lutheran started thegame
quickly by scoring a touchdown on their
first offensive play, the Loggers refused to
give in to the powerful Lutes and stayed

see FOOTBALL page 13

the trip to Kenosha. But, MattEllis andJosh
Montgomery will be individually representing the Loggers at the National meet.
Ellis finished fifth on the men's 8K course
in 26:37. Montgomery was right behind
him and took seventh with a time of 26:39.
Other top fin ishers for th e men include:
Ahman Dirks (29, 27:38), E ric C ook (3 1,
27:46), S teve King (33, 27:47), Kirby
Leu froy (35, 27:49), and Josh Coultar (39,
28:08).
Coach Sam Ring showed some disappoihtmentin the men's team. Hehad hoped
to se nd a full men's team back to Na tionals.
"I expected more from the juniors an d
sophomores," Ring said. "When our team
was in contention for gaining a ber th to
Nationals th ere should not have been so
many fresbinanplaing so high on the team."
Coach Ring, however, was pleased with
the women's win.
"They should finish in the top five (at
Nationals) for sure, but they have the ability
to walk away with a medal," he said.
-

Seattle fans brace yourselves—the Sonics might win games this year
L)By Darin Padur
Staff Writer

sports. They actually have the potential for contending
this season.
The Sonics appear to be on the verge of taldng Seattle

The 1992-93 National Basketball Association season

has begun and Seattle should once again make a bid for
respect in a professional sport.
So far this year, the Mariners have proved they are
indeed capable of losing 100 games, even though they
fell just short of that grand milestone.
The Seahawks are also making quite a bid at the

acclaimed honors of being the NFL's worst team. So far
they are in the middle of a tight race for that outright
title.
But at least not all of their season will be lost. Internal
sources confirm that the Seahawks will be the second
most profitable team in the league. That will surely line
owner Ken Behring's greedy pockets.
In case you can't figure it out, I think there is a rule
involving Seattle sports—Play for Seattle. Plan to Lose.
Now, the Sonics are entering the race.
But wait! This team hasn't unloaded its good players.
And it hasn't gambled poorly at the trading block.
Something is wrong! Could they actually be a Seattle
franchise?
When a player hasn't worked out the Sonics have
traded him and usually gotten what they have needed

baskethall back to the level it was on in the late 1970's
and early 1980's.

Replacing the old school Dale Ellis, Xavier
McDaniel and Tom Chambers is a new one led by the
emerging power of Shawn Kemp, the dangerous threepoint threat of Dana Barros, the defensive monster and
athletic wonder Derrek McKey and the improving point
guard Gary Payton.
Established veterans like Eddie Johnson, Michael
Cage, Nate McMillian and Ricky Pierce are doing what
-

-

it takes to win. For the past few years, the consensus of
opinion has been to keep the team together and let them

learn to play with each other.
The front office has maintained this strategy, despite
the vicious trader rumors about Hakeem Olajuwon. After
going 27-14 after the All-Star break under the new head
coach George Karl, it appears Seattle will have a team it
.

can again be proud of.
There are a couple of specific reasons why this team
will be better than last year:

(i.e. Ricky Pierce for Dale Ellis.)
They also brought in a motivational coach that did

Last season, the team was hurt. by several fluke
injuries. The Sonics had to use 18 different starting lineups. Fortunately the team had 10 solid players that can
be used to fulfill special needs against different teams.
Shawn (no relation to Jack or Jeff) Kemp is a year

inspire a hard-nose attitude on defense.
The management has not been tight with the money,

older and the youthful wonder will soon be celebrating
his 23rd birthday. He has the potential to be a force of

either. The franchise has paid the money for big player
and it has taken the risks that have been proven to be
rewarding.
Oh, this cotild ruin Seatdc's,rcpitnn ir ncJioce

the same caliber as Charles Barkley or Karl Malone. He
is also starting to show signs of leadership—something
the Sonics still need to look for.
1
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role has to be. You won't see Eddie Johnson throwing up
shots to create offense. And you won't find Ricky Pierce
driving to the hoop every other trip down the court.
Payton will get the ball to who needs it and McMillian
will play just about anywhere. Bejamin has to learn to
hustle, but he may be the only wild card in this scenario.
The Sonics, though, will face some competitive
opponents in the league. Charles Barkley is now with the
Phoenix Suns, so everybody is hopping on the bandwagon and picking them to win the West (but not The
Trail, see page 11 for the Sports Section's predicted
order of finishes throughout the league.)
Portland is still going to be the team to beat and just
when you thought they couldn't get any better, they
made a considerable amount of roster changes including
the signing of guard Rod Strickland from San Antonio to
help Drexler's aching knees. They also dumped the
whining Danny Ainge. (This section was included for all
of the Portland fans that attend this institution. What can
I say, Portland has a good team.)
Golden State cannot be counted out and the Lakers still
have the Hollywood factor even without Magic.
Above all, the Sonics have the bench that can handle
the grueling NBA schedule. Despite not being able to
come to coniractal terms with number one pick Doug
Christie, the Sonics still have the personnel that can take
-

-

the stress off of the starting line-up.
The Sonics' home-opener is tonight in the Seattle

Coliseum against the Lost Angeles Lakers. The Sonics
opened the season with two games in Japan. They won
both games against the Houston Rockets and enter
tonight's game undefeated.

see TRAIL NBA PICKS page i
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Women's soccer ends season with loss in District Championship, 3-1
EBy Steven Snyder
Staff Writer

In their quest to secure a spot at the
national tournament, the women's soccer
team defeated Whitworth, 2-0, in the first
game of the NAIA District I playoffs Saturday.
But on Sunday, in the district championship game, the Loggers lost to cross town
rival Pacific Lutheran, 3-1, in a game that
was closer than the score indicates.
Throughout the opening game of the district tournament atBaker Stadium, the wind
swirled and affected the Loggers' offensive
fire power.
But, Puget Sound goalkeeper Liz Judkins
was able to keep the Pirates' offense at bay
with two great saves until her own offense
kicked into gear.
She had to wait until late in the first half
when Tiffany Ross, the Loggers' leading
scorer, broke through the wind gusts and
floated a shot over the Pirate goalie's head
for the first goal. But after that she didn't
have to wony because the Loggers took
control and dominated the rest of the game.
In the second half, Puget Sound kept the
ball at the Pirates' end of the field. Cassie

Hughes scoredon aheader. Numerous other
shots hit the crossbar.
"Saturday was a matter ofsettling down,"
said Logger head coach Cohn
Stewart."After Tiff (Ross) scored, it was
easy. We pinned them in their own end the
entire second half. We also moved the ball
around well."
In the other playoff game Saturday, Pacific Lutheran defeated the Seattle University Chieftains, 2-1, in an overtime battle.
The title match, then, pitted the Loggers
against the Lutes in a rematch of the October 14 battle that the Lutes won, 2-1 in
overtime.
Puget Sound wasted little time in taking
the lead. Before six minutes had expired, a
Jenni Snowdon shot glanced off of the
crossbar and rebounded to Lea Meyer, who
headed it for a 1-0 Logger lead.
The goal was the only one, though.
Late in first half, Pacific Lutheran answered to tie the score.
The Loggers had several good scoring
opportunities in the closing half, but they
could not add to their goal.
Pacific Lutheran took a 2-1 lead mid-way
through the second half and then closed the
game with a final goal late in the second

halfto capture the
district title.
"We didn't really control the
ball well,"
Stewart
said."They had
some trashy
scores and we
didn't capitalize
on our chances."
Puget Sound
was hampered by
several key injuries. Senior Jen
Jurgensen and
juniors Kari
Eckberg, Rachel
Lloyd and Trish
Mullen all
watched the final
women's soccer
game from the
sidelines.
'Wedidn'thave
the depth off the
bench because we
had key
Jenni Snowdon works the ball up the field against Pacific Lutheran
University.

Women's soccer finishes in style
[JBy Steven Snyder
By Bruno Zalubil

and an assist. Senior midfielder Stacey
Mayfield added four goals and an assist.
The defense, led by senior defender
Krista Thomas, kept the Loggers in many
games. With Liz Judkins, a freshman,
protecting the goal, the Logger opponents
were shutout four times.
The Loggers record is deceptive. They
were 6-9-2, but five of their games were

Staff Writer

Sports Editor

After winning her second district championship last weekend, Wanda Howlett was
named the Dande Trophy Athlete of the
Week.
Howlett finished first in the women's 5K
course on the Ellensburg Golf Course.
In 1989, Howlett was the NAIA national
champion.
This fall, she will lead the team of Loggers to another national meet. This one will
be on November 21 in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
Though, Emily Kellman was the leading
runner for most of the season, Howlett, who
is officially ajunior, regained the team lead
Sr in the race that really counted.
The women's team is ranked No.2 in the
w
nation and are expected to do well with
Howlett and Keliman leading the way.

For the first time in three years, the
Puget Sound women's soccer team made
it into the NAIA District I playoffs.
Not only were they in post season, but,
since they finished with a 2-1 league
record they hosted the district playoffs as
the number one
seed.
In the tournament,
4
the Loggers
advanced into the
championship
game, but they
ended their season
with a, 3-1, loss to
Pacific Lutheran
University.
"I'm really
pleased with this
season," said coach
Colin Stewart."We
\ ,on the important
games."
During the
season, the Loggers
beat three topranked teams.
At the beginning
of the season,
nobody outside of
North Tacoma
thought that the
Puget Sound
women could beat
three top-ranked
I
teams. But, after
they did _i beating
Seattle University, George Fox College
and Simon Fraser University ---- the
Loggers got enough respect to earn a top
ranking for itself. They finished the
season ranked No. 14 in the NAIA
national polls.
The women also gave perennial NAIA
superpower Pacific Lutheran a run for
their money.
"Nobody gave us a chance at the
beginning of the season," said Stewart,
who finished his second year as head
coach. "Now we're No. 14. We beat a
No. 2 team Seattle U. That shocked a lot
of people."
- The Logger offense was once again
spearheaded by Tiffany Ross. The senior
forward led the team with seven goals
4

I
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IlBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

In a season full of milestones and records,
Gaiy McCurty was honored with yet another one after finishing his collegiate football career Saturday against Pacific
Lutheran. McCurty was named the Flakey
Jake's Player of the Week.
Along with several single-season and
single-game records, McCurty's name is
next to several career marks. He is the
Loggers' leading career rusher with 4,036
yards. He has also scored 316points and 52
touchdowns over the four season that he
played for Puget Sound.

McCurty also fmished his career as the
Columbia Football Association's second
leading rusher, touchdown scorer, point
scorer and all-purpose runner.
Against Pacific Lutheran, McCurty carried the ball 29 times for 113 yards and two
touchdowns. In the first half, McCurty was
most effective as he gained 90 yards and
scored both of his touchdowns. Each score
came in the second quarter and were from
4- and 3-yards out.
McCurty, whose first collegiate game was
against Pacific Lutheran in the Tacoma
Dome, went out against the same Lutes and
on the same field.
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against NCAA Division I schools.
But, they played their hearts out and
won when it counted. And for the seniors,
Jen Jurgensen, Mayfield, Ross and
Thomas what better way to end their
careers than by making the playoffs?
As for next fall, the Loggers are still a
young team. Next season Puget Sound
will probably be led by Amanda Olney,
who had two goals and four assists this
season. Kari Eckberg, Trish Mullen,
Rachel Lloyd and Kristen Bruns will also
return for to keep the strong offense.
Jen Wedgle and Lea Meyer will take
over for Thomas as defensive leaders.
"We're still a young team," said
Stewart."We should do good next year."
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Loggers place Men s swimming starts season strong
high at Husky
__i,
swim relays
By lerilyn Reasonover

Staff writer

----

The men's swim team showed style by
scoring a 136-69 victory over the University of Anchorage-Alaska in Wallace Pool
Saturday.
Rich Butler highlighted the meetby breaking the meet record in the 200-yard breaststroke. Butler shattered the his own previous mark of2:26.29 by swimming a2:23.65
on Saturday. The junior also won the 200individual medley and he teamed up with
Kirk Abrahamson, Greg Kabacy and Roger
Woods to the win the 400-free relay.
Semorcaptain Mark Hendrickson believes
that the team was excited to swim on Saturday, their first dual meet of the season, and
the speed shown is an indication of the
anticipated season.
Ace Blair was a double event winner in
the distance events.
John Wieland proved his senior abilities
by leaving his opponents behind in the 200freestyle with a time of 1 :57. He also placed
r- first in the 100-freestyle as well.
J
And in his first collegiate dual meet,
freshman Joel Miller proved his potential
o by touching first in the 200-yard butterfly
with a time of 2:12.79.
This Thursday, they travel to Central
Rich Butler takes a breath during his record-breaking 200-yard breast stroke. His time- WashingtonUniversity. On Saturday, they
2:23.65—broke meet record (2:24.16). Thejunior also won the 200-Individual Medley.
will host the University of Washington at
11 a.m.
-

LBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

:

They may have been no match for the
Pac-lO schools, but excluding the NCAA
Division I schools, Puget Sound swimming
took the top spots at the Husky Relays last
Friday in the King County Aquatic Center
in Federal Way.
With NMA teams like Central Washington University, Simon Fraser University
and the University of British Columbia, the
women took third place in the relay-only
fonna. The University of Washington and
Washington State University finished ahead
of the Loggers.
The men took second place behind the
Huskies. Washington State does not have a
men's team.
"I'd say that UW and WSU were a step
above us," said women's swim coach Chris
Myhre. "But I don't think that they blew us
away."
The Loggers won only one event - the
200-yard freestyle relay - but they were
close in several other races.
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Volleyball hosts district tournament
after winning final district game
EBy Bruno Zalubil
Sports Editor

After finishing the week of the regular
season with a victory over a district team,
the Loggers volleyball team earned the
m
right to host the district tournament
- Last Friday, the Loggers lost to Portland
State University, an NCAA affiliated team,
15-6, 15-1, 15-3. But in their final district
game, Puget Sound defeated Lewis-Clark
Nancy Volkel (center) digs a ball as Melissa Goellner (right) and Heidi Moritz (left)
State College, 15-12, 15-10, 15-8, and
position themselvesfor the attack.
earned the first seed to the district tournament.
The tournament will be held this Friday
and Saturday. At noon, Lewis-Clark (the
No. 3 seed into the tournament) will play
Simon Fraser (No. 6) and at 2:30 p.m.,
Whitworth (No. 4) will play Pacific
Atlantic Division
Lutheran (No. 5).
New York—New faces make this team
Division
Pacific
Central will then play the highest seed out
a contender; Riley-factor helps
Portland—Strickland addition should
of the two winning teams at 5 p.m. Puget
Boston—Bird no longer soars; new look
help; Drexler must stay healthy
Sound will play the lowest seed winner at
for '90s could catch on
Phoenix—If Sir Charles likes the West
7:30 p.m.
Orlando—The Big Shaq Auaq (if
this could finally be the Sun's year
The winners of the Central and Puget
healthy) will make impaq, a bold pick
Seattle.—Strong bench could really
Soundgames will meetin the district chamMiami—Glen Rice is for real, isHarold
surprise; Kemp is NBA's next superstar
pionship game on Saturday at 7 p.m.
Miner?
Golden State—Run and gun won't be
The district winner then plays the winner
Philadelphia—Bad before, even worse
enough; Hardaway is way under-rated
of the Oregon district for a berth at the
without Barkley
L.A. Lakers—Magic's gone; someone
national tournament in San Diego.
New Jersey—Coleman, K. Smith, and
has to step up to be the new leader
Coach Daly will make presence felt
L.A. Clippers—L.A.'s new team; too
Washington—Slowly rebuilding; still
many changes to build on success
short on personnel
Sacramento—Capable of upsetting;
Richmond is coming into his own
CD
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The net battle against Lewis-Clark State
College wasclose, butiheLoggers prevailed
and won their final district match of the

Cenfral Division

Midwest Division
Utah—Best team in the worst division
San Antonio—Will Tark be answer?
Elliott has to pick up the scoring slack
Denver—A bold prediction; will not be
the pushover of last few years
Houston—Will I{akeem stay? Bench
makes M's pen look like winners
Minnesota—Don't overlook Chuck
Person or Laettner, the 90210 whiner
Dallas—Possibly NBA's worst teamof all time.

Chicago—One word: Jordan. Internal
conflicts could be a factor
Cleveland—Great front line; are they
ready to challenge the Bulls?
Indiana— Solid team, stable bench,
good baskethall state
Atlanta—Wilkins and Willis have to
build unity; team is improving
Milwaukee—Uniforms too ugly to
fmish any higher
Charlotte—No Alonzo; Larry Johnson
can't carry team by himself
Detroit—Bad boys just plain bad; team
cn1d
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VolleyballNAIA District I Tournament
Friday, 7:30 p.m. atMemorial Fieldhouse vs. lowest seed winner ofearlier tourney games
Saturday, 7 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhose. District Championship game.
SwimmingSaturday, 11 a.m. at Wallace Pool men's and women's vs. University of Washington.

Women's BasketballSaturday, 2 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs alumni.
Men's Basketball— Friday, 7 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs Christian Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Saturday, 4 p.m. at Memorial Fieldhouse vs. alumni.
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Yet, though the Lutes had the advantage
on the halftime scoreboard, the Loggers led
in several other key offensive categories,
Puget Sound had five more first downs (11..
6) and 89 more rushing yards (162-71).
In the opening half, McCurty carried the
ball 23 times for 90 yards and two touch-

.
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alive to prove their ranking in no uncertain get him down and he
terms, but there was one play in particular
throws a key first
that broke the Loggers.
down and they take it
After Weekly scored a touchdown on a in to score. And that
30-yard run, the Puget Sound defense apone really turned the
peared to have caught up with him on the
tables."
next Lute drive:

After a Columbia Football Association record-setting game last
weekend, Todd Cooleyaveragedflftyyardsforfivepuntssatrday
against Pacific Lutheran.

(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Unli
A safe, supportive environment
for lesbians, gays, and bisexuals
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
Awareness Group)
Open to students, faculty, and staff
who want to facilitate understanding
of lesbian, gay, and bisexual issues

thought about was this
season-ending game
against the Lutes.
"We had a great week
in practice," Hjelseth.
"We prepared well. We
started focusing right
away on Monday. We
were prepared to play and
we spent a lot of energy
out there."
For the game, McCurty
carried the ball 29 times
for 113 yards to establish
two more Puget Sound
rushing records. The new
marksare: 854 carries and
4,036 yards.
McCoy, a sophomore
who will likely make a
smooth transition into the
feature back position next
season, carried the ball
nine times for 77 yards
and one touchdown.
Batacan, Elam, Wells,
McCurty, Brian Spang,
Chamberlin, Charlie
Perry, Mike O'Neill,
Mitch Kain, Brandon
Stoner and Ron Fitzgeratd
all played thcr at me
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Editorial Policy
The Trail is published weekly by the Associated Students of the University of
Opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Associ
the Univcrsizy, of its Board of Trustees Staff Editorials (unsigned editorials) a
o/'lhe majority of the core staff. Guest opinions are printed on the discretion o
Fditor. The Trail reserves the right not to print letters over three hundred wor
any letters printed. All letters must have a .cignalure and a phone number a
Tuesday at 5p.m. Anonymous k#erc will be printed only at the discretion q
Letters and other correspondence may be adcLrecced to: The Trail, University o
1500 N. Warners Tacoma WA 9416,
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JBy Jason Saffir
Opinions Editor

People make all sorts ofdecisions about other people based on theirphysical appearances.
Like whether they have vaginas or penises (peni?). Society's attitudes towards men and
women would be comical if they weren't so ... well, comical. What is the first thing asked
about a new baby? "Is it a boy or a girl?" Have you ever met someone whose gender you
could not determine? Spooky huh? But why? There are all sorts of double standards out
there.
There's that word that I hate but Im going to use itanyway. Here goes: bitch. At'rgh!
I can't believe that I just typed it out. Yuk. What really bugs me about the word "bitch" is
that it seems to be synonomous with "will not be stupid, subserviant, and opinionless on
cue." I mean here's a totally dehumanizing, degrading and derogatory word that applies
only to women. When I ask people to think up a male corollary to this word, they usually
come up with "bastard." Fine word. I like it. However it means "someone without a father."
Never mind your mother, it's fathers that really count around here. Egads.
And then there is all of that stigma auached to "feminism." Some people ask "are you a
feminist?" in the same tone of voice reserved for discussions aboutgenital warts. Feminism
seems to call up images ofpeople marching around with signs that say, "Let's kill anything
with a penis!" That's not feminism, that's sexism. Sexism sucks. Some people believe that
feministsjust want to stir up trouble. What's wrong with that? Correct me ifI'm wrong but
doesn't "feminist" mean "one who believes that people should be judged by the content of
their character, not by the shape oftheir naughty bits." If that's stirring up tmuble, then I've
missed something.
Imagine for a moment that Bill Clinton has ovaries and a vagina Picture it. Are you
picturing? How does this change your opinion of Bill Clinton? Now imagine Hillary's
penis. Do you have a clear mental picture? Hold that thought. Silly isn't it? Things like this
determine wages.
Let's restore Bill and Hilary's genitalia to their assumed original states. What ill told you
that Bill Clinton lost his genitalia in a tragic cuisinart accident? Or that Hhlary had a
hysterectomy? How does this change things? Are they still male and female respectively?
What if I just told you that they were infertile? abstinent? post-menopausal?
XX chromosome = female, XY chromosome = male. What about people with XXY or
XYY chromosomes? Or both sets of genitals? It happens. What about transexuals who are
people who feel that their gender has been misassigned and sometimes seek to correct it.
What does it mean to be male or female?
Beats me.
I welcome your response; but in the meantime, I'm going home to visualize the Pope's
vagina.

Around here, we used to run yearly artides on student apathy. The year before I
came to UPS, I remember visiting and reading The Trail. In the editorial pages Jenny
Muiawsld, then editor, had a scathing comment on the fact that the only thing the
students had been riled up about that year
was a leuer in the paper saying that the
Dungeons and Dragons role playing game
was'satanic. Last year, I remember Bruno
Zalubil, then News Editor now Sports Editor, contemplating a four-part series on
studetn apathy. We decided it would be too
depressing iind that one article would say it
all. Maybe we were feeling apathetic ourselves.
This year it's been quite different. We've
had numerous thoughtful letters to the editor concerning Oregon's Ballot Measure 9,
Holocaut Revisionism, voting, public
prayer and the state of higher education.
Around the campus the Rock the Green
Vote campaign has been blazing, Open
Forums concerning Ballot Measure 9 have
stirred up impressive response, Earth Activists held an amazingly well-planned film
festival and we've been registering voters
right and left in the SUB. True, notas many
people may vote in the ASUPS elections as
the people upstairs might like, but among
the progranis, activities and the media
there's been a surge of new blood and
there's the feeling that ______
something is actually
being done.
We are th
All 'this activity and
analysis ties in with
watchdogs
something else we've
lose our
beenconsideringinour
opinion section. . . the
a
state ofour generation.
I've been considering
We are lett
our generation quite seriousI' since I spoke
but not ne
with David Horowitz.
Meeting Mr. Horopolicy n
witz is probably my
We are '
closest.brüsh with
fam6 so far. This man
£
e acivi
JO
editedRampartsinthe
'60s. Hes a powerful
are skilled
speaker with ideas
basedinascholarlytraWe want t
dition. When he talks
h pepers everything
and change
he says with quotes
Rousseau,
from
Alexinder Hamilton
andThomasJeffersofl. He presents his opinions so forcefully, it's hard to disagree.
All the same, David Horowitz represents
what our generation should fear the most.
His epic reversal in political ideals, his
slide from the Marxist Party to the Republican Party should horrify us all. Some
might say it sakes a big man to rethink his
position so radically, but I would argue that
it alsobelies a rash streak too dangerous for

our generation to indulge.
Mr. Horowitz and I discussed the state of
our generation. His theories about us run
along these lines: 1) We are a more stable
generation than his because many of our
parents learned from theirupbringing not to
dictate our decisions to us. Many ofus have
been allowed to make our own political
decisions, our own decisions about college
and life with theknowledge that our pamnts
will support us, and 2) Our generation
doesn't have the sense that we can "drop
out' (of what I'm not sure) and come back
and be productive members of society like
his did.
I would concur that our generation feels
the pressure of having to keep up, move
ahead and get something done. until we
consider that we probably won't accomplish anything anyway. We are the apathy
watchdogs who can't lose our cynicism
about participation. We are letter-writers
but not necessarily policy makers. We are
desperate to be activists, yet we are skilled
consumers.Wewanttolivewell andchange
the world.
Moreover, there's an essential caution to
how our generation makes decisions. We
are slow to commit ourselves to 'radical'
causes because once we've decided what
webelieve wedon't want to have to rescind
it like David Horowitz did. If all we can
trust is our ideals, we must choose those
ideals carefully. We've seen the downfall
of communism, the downside of capitalism, the violence of
Marxism. We study dictatorships and fascism,
apathy
then see the Neo-Nazi
,
movement spring up in
h o can t
our own hometowns and
II
holocaust revisionist
nicism
write to our papers. We
S
•
ipation.
watch as the '60s movementsforequality,Peace
v.wr
I TV I II .i ,I.
and civil rights descend
into quibbles over Politiessarilv
I
cal Correctness and facmultiof
tions
kers.
culturalism.
We must choose our
;perate
ideals carefully and so,
we may never settle on
s, yet we
them at all. Some of us
nsumers.
may makepersonalcommitmentstoenvironmenlive well
tel causes or take stances
on abortion or promote
Ihe world.
voting, but as for setting
cohesive goals for our
country as a generation
like David Horowitz has tried to no matter
what his political stance, we all shy away.
Thus, I see paradoxes as the signature of
our generation. We may change the world,
or we may not We might support the status
quo, but we'll be sure to grumble about it.
Our potential mightbe realized and it might
languish working at only half speed. Most
ofall, no matter how much we accomplish,
we'll never feel it is enough.

..
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Question of the Week:What was your favorite childhood T.V. show?

Matt Unsworth:
"Giligan's Island"

. Annetta Dolowiz
"Land of the Lost"

. Ryan Chinn:
'MOrk and Mindy"

Adam Highton:
"Any taiwens,especially
Stai.hlzers and Speedracr."
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Letters to the Editor
Proper channels must be
-opened for sexual
harassment concerns
To the Editors of the Trail:
You have probably heard by now (and if
you haven't you should have) the rumors
floating around campus that the hasty resignation of Dr. Harmon Zeigler, the Philip M.
Phibbs Distinguished Professor of American Politics, came on the heels ofcharges of
sexual harassment by the professor's stu-

re is no single mdiual on this campus

dents. If these rumors are true then what I
have to say is notonly extremely important
but also timely. Whether true or not, this
situationbrings to the forefrontthe inherent
limitations of the university system when
faced with having to provide genuine student support and just punishment for the
initiators of sexul harassment.
Consider what the options are for a student who has been the victim of sexual
harassrent by a faculty member at this
university and who is seeking representation of her interests. Let's assume for the
purposes of this letter that the victim was a
she andthe perpetrator was a he. She could
turn to the Dean ofStudents office, but this
office is too intimately linked with the
unA'ersity to provide the victim with unbiased judgments or with information about
legal options. DOS officials walk an
extemely fme line between the interests of
the university and the interests of students,
which are not always in sync. She could
also turn to aprofessor, but again, action for
a student on the part of a professor (especially an untenured one) could have unintended and drastic consequences for that
jndividual's job security. The bravest of
professors, who are always subject to the
whims ofdepartmentalpolitics, might agree
to aid the student clandestinely, but that is
the mast that he or she can do. The victim's
'best option is to turn to the Counseling
Center, but the Counselors' professional
impartiality and connections with the Dean
ofStudents office leave them unprepared to
become unincumbered petitioners for students' rights. In the end, victims of sexual
harassment might be able to confide in a
number of university individuals who are
all, toiny regret, severly limited in their
abilities toac Wafly help the victim. THERE
IS NO SINGLE INDIVIDUAL ON THIS
CAMPUS WHOSE ROLE IS TO BE AN
ADVOCATE FOR STUDENTS IN SITUATIONS OF SEXUAL HARASSMENT
OR ASSAULT.
The often confusing nature of sexual haraisment places exira burdens on its victims. Sexual harassment can be overt or,
undoubtedly more, often, it can consist of
several uncomfortable experiences that
build ulY over a period of weeks, months or
even years leaving the victim unsure about
whetherbr not anything technically "wrong"
has actually occurred. Additionally, when
the university handles substantiated charges
of impropriety the most severe penalty that
it may inflict is the loss of the harasser's
job. Not much of a consolation to the
individual who has endured the harasser's
demeaning behavior. At best, the university carl say that he was "Dismissed with
Charges." The charges, whatever they may
be, aRo, be.14 e
:

This is not to suggest that there are any
individuals involved in the process of handling sexual harassment charges who are
bad people. It is to suggest that the university should do something to better protect
the rights and the concerns of its students.
My humble suggestion is for the university
to appoint an ombudsperson whose sole
duty would be to advocate for students'
rights. This would provide a forum for both
professors and students to discuss sensitive
issues. More important, this situation highlights the need for a campus women's center, a place where women could receive
both information and confidential support.
A more victim-friendly process would guar antee that more victims of harassment, and
there are many on this campus, would come
forward with and feel more comfortable
sharing their agony. Interestingly, most
universities provide both an ombudsperson
and a women's center for their students.
UPS does not have either and if it did it
would be interesting to see what accusations of sexual harassment would be forthcoming.
Respectfully,
Sydney A. Van Atta

Don't fight against the
war on drugs
To the editor of the Trail
I am writing in response to the article
"Blake and Byron pissed their lives away"
that appeared in the November 5 issue of
the Trail. First of all, the article blithely
refers to drug use in general and that it (drug
use) does not cause one to be a "moron." I
want specifics. Is the author referring to
pot, which many consider to be a harmless
drug, or drugs in general, which include
crack, heroine and cocaine, which can lead
to serious addiction, atotal state of desperation and even death. In the latter example I
would have to argue the author's point and
say YES drugs DO cause one to be a "moron." Let me also point out that random
drug testing is becoming widely used policy
in many professions and therefore an individual would most defmitely be out of
work. Ifapoetwants todo drugs to get more
in touch with his poetry, that is fine, however, consider your own lives, ifapilot, bus
driver, child care giver or brain surgeon is
on drugs that is not fme at all. The problem
is where does one draw the line as to which
professionals should and should not do
drugs. In consideration of the public safety,
none of them should.
Theauthormentions thatByron andShelly
have contributed great poetry to the world
despite their drug use. I ask her to consider
what Marilyn Monroe, Elvis, John Belushi,
JiiniHendrix,JamsJoplinetc. etc. COULD
HAVE contributed if it weren't for drugs.
Pleasedon'tflghtagainstthewarondrugs.
it is a battle we can not afford to loose.
Sara Laird

Editorial unfair
to protestors
Madame Editors,
Upon reading your editorial concerning
the Portland Life Chain, my Mends and I,
the majority of which are pro-choice (including myseli), found several points in
yourobservation thatseemed unfair. While
I respect your views about abortion, and I
can see a possible annoyance over a traffic
problem due to the rally, your other arguments seemed invalid. A peaceful demonstration in a public area doesn't seem argumentative at all it seems like an expression
of an opinion. How can you possibly condemn these people when they are following
the exaipjes.of suchleaders as Ghandi and
\tI I
tn

Martin Luther King? Furthermore, you
were allowed to express your opinion in the
newspaper- an opinion some people may
notagree with - without someone attacking
your belief system. Do you consider your
article in a newspaper that only reaches a
small portion of the population "stupid.ity?" Ofeourse not, hecause it's important
to you.
You accused these..people of being on a
"holiçr-than-thou superiority trip." How
fair is it to make this assumption based on
the people's "expressions?" That's a"prejudgment" in itself. Have you thought
about how your faces looked as you gazed
outatyour windshield feeling, as you put it,
"amused and dismissive" and eventually
angry and hostile? Perhaps you offended
those demonstrators. with 1= expressions. You certainly.bffended the religious
members of this university by mocking
religion (ie: "Does Jesus forgive a woman
when she has an abortion ..... etc .... We are so
confused!" and the support of "Christian
Fascists....") that is ceriainly your right to
feel thatway about the Catholic and Protestänt faiths, and even youright to be offensive, but you are guilty of Judging those
people connected to thoseideas, which you
claim to be against You called it an "irrelevaifl emotional display." How are they
inelevaztwhen theyexpress their feelings?
Isn'tabortion an emotional problem to you?
And isn't it ridiculous and boadering on
sadistic to imply thatanyone would want to
prolong the problem çf abortion?
I believe that both ofyou are truly inteffigent individuals, as you claim to be, but
how fair and open-minded are you? Your
article seemed more like an attempt to burn
the other side, rather than fmd a solution
that is feasible. 1 wish that I could stoop to
your level and tell you not to practice what
I view to be "stupidity," but I believe in
your rights to express your views. Could
you see the "compromise and common
sense" in honoring the rights of other people
as well?
Sara D. Shininger

Silence means
acceptance
Dear Editor,
My name is JeffWilson, and, well... gosh
darti it, I am.gay. (stay with me, there is a
poinfto this ... )
The only thing I am ashamed ofis the fact
that I must "flaunt" my sexuality in order to
prove my point. I would like nothing better
than to keep my private life just thatprivate. Silence, however, means acceptance, and I will not keep my mouth shut
when all around me there are people who
carry around thicksecurity blankets. We all
know thetheme; we fear greatest that which
we don't understand.
And I am afraid. I am afraid of you, the
reader, who does not understand me. IfI try
to help, I am viewed as "pushy" and if I
keep silent...
Being gay forces you to constantly evaluate your own beliefs, to think about yourself.to such an extent that Descartes might
say ybu "doubly" exist in the process. For
mostofus, being gy means being cut back,
frowd on, knocked down, glared at, and
abai4ned until ypu grow strong. Little
trees towing steady in the wind.
KnowingThis, it is lite wonderto me that
there i%such a large number of gay people
in the care-giving professions: they have
endued the "fires ofpublic scorn" so long
that they have been tempered into love.
(there are also those people in society who
have endured the testaments of heavenly
love so long that they have been tempered
into earthly hate and fear.)
I saw a button recently on a friend that
said"Don't feed or tease the straightpeople."
If you can get past the one-sided humor
there, you May understand the frustration I
feel: haveyouever wanted to hug someone,
'.e:_ > I .(' ::sJ'
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and yet hold back, worried about the impressionyou'llmake? Haveyoueverwanted
to say something, and not said it? All to
often, the reaction we get is the reaction we
fear. That button I saw, reminiscent of zoo
warning signs, doesn't have to be funny:
step out of the cage and educate yourself.
I urge you, the reader, to attend the sexuality awareness group (LGBAG) that is
new this year on campus. It is open to all
faculty, staff and students, whatever your
sexual orientation or viewpoint. There are
a lot of people there to bounce your ideas
around. You have much to learn about
yourself.
This is what"comparative values" is in its
tniest sense; this is what a liberal arts education is supposed to be. Open yourself up
to someone else's vision of the world. (Of
course, we all know that truth is relative.)
If you come out of here in four years
without having changed your mind, lost
your way, learned from your mistakes, and
found your way back again, then you've
wasted a lot of money. And you probably
didn't have a very active social life, either.
If you're still with me, then you're obviously interested, or at least trying to avoid
thinking about something else. Be politically correct, and show up to a LOBAG
meeting. Better yet, give someone a hug...
they won't bite.
Cheesy, but serious, Jeff Wilson

Undecided over hyped
To the Editor,
Objectivity in The Trail has a long way to
go. Last week, the Trail ran a center spread
on campus bands. It is possible that our
school newspaper had only so much space
to work with. However, seeing that over
half of the article was devoted to a one and
a half page interview with one band, it

hardly seems like equal representation.
True, the Undecided opened for Sadhappy
and therefore gained recognition before the
other two bands have had a chance to perform on campus. However, this does not
mean that they deserve more media attention than Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse
or The Riverbottom Nightmare Band.
The disproportionate size of Katherine
Dvorak's interview of the Undecided was
unfair and undoubtedly demeaning to the
other campus bands in the three-page portrait. One could even argue, seeing how
imagery often succeeds over content in the
current media age, that the Undecided is
also treated unfairly, since most students
probably won't take the time to read the
entire interview. In glancing through The
Trail, however, most students will see the
two pictures of the "Nightmare" band, the
members of the Undecided and the enlarged quote, whereas the only graphic a!-

lottedtoSFWwasasmalllogo.Theuseof
a photo of the Undecided's gig on the front
page was also ofquestionable impartiality.
The Trail should have waited until this
Saturday's jam featuring these campus
bands. First ofall, students could view the
bands for themselves instead ofrelying on
subjective media attention. Secondly, The
Trail should present campus bands in an
equal manner. With their portrayal on
November 5th, they had the opportunity to
do so and elected tohype the band they
enjoy the most.
With this country's slanted media in high
gear,Ms.Dvorakandhercohonsseem well
on their way to fruitful careers in various
fields ofAinerican media. Given the necessity of publicity for rising bands, I would
ask for equal portrayal of campus groups
from the Trail. I would also ask that the
misuse of Trail photographers be curbed.
By not adhering to these requests, such
needless biases will go undetected, and this
pattern ofdistinguished distortion will continue. Clean it up!

David D. Watson
I1i
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Campus Music Network Finds Success
with Cellar Concert Series
Last Thursday night, approximately one-hundred and thirty people packed
themselves into the Pizza Cellar for a chance to listen to the music of
Spontaneous Funk Whorehouse. SFW played to a captive audience in what
was the first of four Cellar shows sponsored by the ASUPS Campus Music
Network.
Similar success greeted Hen, the campus band that played in the Cellar this
past Wednesday night. Approximately ninety-five people turned out to
support them and the program that was created to sponsor them.
The Campus Music Network was designed to promote the campus music
scene. It encourages all student bands and musicians on the U.P.S. campus
to play before groups of fellow students. The Campus Music Network has
a budget to help cover the bands' equipment rental and publicity costs, as
well as pay the bands to perform.
The next scheduled show in November's Cellar Concert Series also
promises to be a big success. The Undecided will be playing on Thursday,
November 19th. The following week, the Riverbottom Nightmare Band will
perform.
if you are in a campus band, or are a solo musician who would like to be
given an opportunity to play for an audience much like the ones attracted
recently to the Pizza Cellar, please contact Nabil Ayers, Campus Music
Network programmer, at x 1275. And continue to support campus bands!

Student Concerns
Committee Establishes
Info Table
Beginning this week, the Student
Concerns Committee will be staffing
a table in the S.U.B. in an effort to
help answer student concerns regarding issues ranging from tuition increases and the new weightroom
equipment to how student government can help you and how you may
become involved.
The "ASUPS Action Table" will be
open for advice and infonnation on
Wednesdays, for the remainder of
this semester, from 11:00a.m. to 1:00
p.m., and again in the evenings, from
5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
In the meantime, if you have any
questions, or want more infonnation,
please ask Zach Goldberg (x3600) or
Lone Liebreich (x4066).

DPR Speaks His Mind
I've been producing this page for
what has been almost an entire Semester now. It has been a project that
I have often loved, yet there have also
been ample times at which "In with
the NEWS" was honestly the farthest
thing from my mind. And as far as
ASUPS in general is concerned, this
is the great PR tool we struggled so
hard for as newly elected and hired
officials. Our goal has been, and shall
continue to be, to inform students of
what is going on in all aspects of their
student government.
For my many years at this fine institution, I have heard complaint after
complaint about how the students on
our campus were apathetic. We at
ASUPS have always disagreed. We
believed that the students simply were
underinformed about the many choices
they have had regarding their involvement in university activities. To a
great degree, this page has helped to
prove our point.
But what I want to know is how
many people really use the information provided in this space? If you're
an avid reader, and have any comments on this, or any other topic, piease
call me at x3454 and ask for Chris.
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Showcase
On Wednesday, November 18th,
from noon to 1:00 p.m. in the Rotunda of the Student Union Building,
AS UPS Showcase presents the Steve
Kim Ja zz Quartet. This newly established jazz band from Seattle plays a
style of music described as "Hard
Bop", with an excellent blend of Latin
and swing styles. As always, the
show is FREE.
Tours and Travels is sponsoring a
trip to the Leavenworth Christmas
Tree Lighting Festival. The trip is
scheduled for Saturday, December
5th, and the cost is a mere $5.00. If
you have any further questions, or
would like to sign up for this event,
please call Jen Strong and x4303.
Lectures
ASUPS Lectures, along with the
Black Student Union and Women's
Studies, is sponsoring a discussion
by Margaret Wilkerson regarding the
Inside Theatre plays Dutchman and
Funnyhouse of a Negro and why we
should concern ourselves with issues
regarding diversity and multiculturalism on a predominantly white
college campus.
Margaret Wilkerson is the Chair of
Afro-American Studies at the University of California Berkeley. The
lecture is tonight, Thursday, November 12th at 5:00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel. Admission is FREE.
Special Events
Mark your calendars now for a University Christmas tradition.
Mistletoast is on its way! Big Band
music, ballroom dancing, covered
wagon rides, food, and cartoons. Friday, December 4th is the date for this
big event. Tickets go on sale soon!
Campus Films

Performing LIVE in the Pizza Cellar

Thursday, November 19th
10PM
FREE

(Paid Advertisement)

*MTE MEN CAN'T JUMPj
Showtimes:
Fri. 7:00& 9:30
Sat. 7:00 & 9:30
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30

Admission:
$1.00 with
student I.D.
$2.00 w/o.

